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A note from Andrew Harding, FCMA, CGMA, chief executive–
Management Accounting at the Association of International Certified
Professional Accountants:
The combined strength of the AICPA and CIMA through the
Association is allowing us to move forward on many fronts — 2020 proved
to be a significant proof point in this journey and how it is benefiting
members and students alike. From delivering the scale and power to
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Cairo is set to be replaced
by a new capital with
government buildings, an
airport, and a tower that will
be the tallest in Africa.

PLEASE RECYCLE
THIS MAGAZINE

work with global partners to transition to remote testing for the CGMA
designation and opening CPA Exam access in new markets, to building
our influence with governments and regulators to continued investment
in improving our member and student experience — these are all a result
of creating the Association. We have exciting plans as we move through
2021. Look out for more evidence of the value AICPA & CIMA is delivering
as we focus our combined efforts to benefit you and the profession.

THE VIEW FROM THE PRESIDENT

NICK JACKSON, FCMA, CGMA

H

ow much do you know
about every link of every
supply chain that makes up
your business? Probably
significantly more than if I’d
asked this question a generation
ago. Formerly, supply chains —
the back-office systems that
magically caused products to
appear — were hidden. Were
consumers and customers
interested in the process that
produced the goods or services
they were buying? Some maybe,
but not the majority.
Sometime in the late 1980s and
early 1990s, that changed. Global
names such as Nike found
themselves battling the fallout
from exposés of working
conditions in the factories that
made their desirable trainers and
sportswear. I remember seeing
stickers on lampposts berating big
name retailers for dubious labour
practices: “Nice clothes made in
nasty sweatshops”. Civil society
stepped up its interest in how the
products we bought were
produced, and what had been in
the background was now under the microscope.
Coordinated international campaigns to boycott
goods were a popular tool to force household names
to reconsider their operations.
That was decades ago, and you might think that
businesses would be much more alert at least to the
reputational risks that opaque supply chains present,
if not the ethical consequences. However, supply
chain scandals keep appearing. The economic fallout
of COVID-19 may generate conditions that incentivise
companies to take risks with their business models.
Moreover, if the findings of a recent EY survey of
employees around the world — the Global Integrity
Report 2020 — is indicative, it’s clear we have some
way to go. It revealed a fifth (20%) of respondents
believe that ethical business conduct will decrease
following the COVID-19 pandemic. If we are serious
about being responsible finance leaders, this should
deeply concern us and be a call to action.

COVID-19 has dramatically
exposed the weaknesses in global
supply chains, and business has
been forced to respond. Longer,
efficiency-focused models have
been superseded by those that are
less exposed to the risk of
disruption. Stakeholders, from
NGOs and governments to
consumers, are closely watching
how we respond to the pressures
on our cash flows. Unlike
previously, there is now a great
deal of awareness. Being at the
head of the supply chain, the
decision-makers, we have
immense economic power, which
we can use to support sustainable
operations. We need to
interrogate each part of our
extended business, making
informed decisions about whom
we work with (and whom, in turn,
they work with) and why. We need
to be prepared to invest in these
relationships for the long term,
perhaps making them less
transactional.
Fortunately, it has never been
easier to improve visibility of
supply chains. For example, you can implement
internet of things-based technologies that will integrate
with your logistics solutions to provide end-to-end
“track and trace” capabilities. Similarly, there are
mature tools that support more integrated and rapid
scenario planning. These enable you to quickly
understand the sensitivities of different elements of
your supply chain to different circumstances. They also
allow you to test the impact of alternative decisions you
might take — such as how close to real time you can
continue to operate your supplies.
Other actions you can take include reviewing
contracts and meeting with the most strategic
suppliers.
Even without a serious global shock, taking a closer
look at your supply chain in terms of its wider value as
well as its financial costs is an exercise in smart — and
responsible — finance. It will safeguard the business’s
reputation, longevity, and bottom line.

Getting smart on
supply chains

‘COVID-19 has dramatically
exposed the weaknesses in global
supply chains, and business has
been forced to respond.’
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5 steps to
more valuable
forecasting
By Ash Noah, CPA, FCMA, CGMA

L

ong-range forecasting is
strategic in nature, linking
financial planning to strategy
and driving the determination
of capital allocation to
value-creating activities. This article
addresses short-range forecasting, which
traditionally has been for the purposes of
business performance management.
The COVID-19 pandemic has increased
businesses’ need for greater frequency of
forecasting financial results and
monitoring key metrics. Production lines
and the supply chains that feed them
require increased monitoring to improve
planning across all of an organisation’s
functional areas. A poll conducted during
the Association’s Agile Finance Reimagined
webcast series (available at tinyurl.com/
y97rmpv7) found that 33% of
organisations are forecasting monthly,
26% weekly, and 14% continuously. This
has increased workload and stress across
all areas of the business, but more so on
the FP&A function.
It’s challenging to forecast in these
uncertain times. Established relationships
between underlying business drivers, and
assumptions that determine outcomes are
no longer valid. This absence of historical
established trends, macroeconomic
uncertainty, and the constantly changing
landscape have made forecasting
significantly more challenging. Given the
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need for heightened responsiveness and
the imperative for rapid decision-making,
how can finance ensure that the time and
effort expended on forecasting is more
effective and truly becomes a valuecreating activity? Follow this five-step
approach:
1. Set clear objectives. Increasing
forecast frequency should align with
specific business purposes, eg,
ensuring adequate production input
available for future sales, alignment of
staffing to demand, etc.
2. Establish the right level of detail.
Use the objectives identified in step
one to determine the necessary
amount of detail. Forecasting for the
purposes of cash liquidity planning
does not require a detailed forecast of
the P&L by each line item, whereas
forecasting supply chain needs will
require a detailed breakdown of
products and services.
3. Leverage enterprise systems and
data. Key drivers and activity data
required for forecasting reside in
various functional and operational
systems. Build data feeds to obtain this
information. A digitally connected
enterprise enables the finance
function to automate and make data
more accessible.
4. Leverage sources of rapid frequency
data. Use data sources beyond the

enterprise, such as geo-positional,
weather, demographic, retail,
economic, passenger, and traffic data,
as proxies for other data that might
have been more reliable before the
pandemic. The ability to leverage
unstructured data, such as voice
recordings of customer interactions or
customer sentiment expressed on
social media, can provide rich insights
and forward-looking estimates.
5. Leverage automation and
technology. Many finance functions
have automated the forecasting
process. They’ve leveraged the
availability of a significant volume of
data and the technology to ingest,
process, digest, and model the
outcomes to achieve on-demand or
continuous forecasting.
Value is not created in the production
of the forecast, but in the deployment of
plans and actions that follow. To truly
create value from a forecast, it needs to be
used to drive decisions that will change
and improve business outcomes.

Ash Noah, CPA, FCMA, CGMA, is
managing director–Learning,
Education, and Development at the
Association of International Certified
Professional Accountants.
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The finance strategist:
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A new paradigm
for a new world

As the finance role becomes more
demanding, keep an eye on the
basics while focusing on staying
future-ready.
By David A. J. Axson

P

ayables, receivables, closing the books, creating
budgets, analysing variances — for decades
these have been the core of the accountant’s
job. But times are changing. While assuring the
integrity of financial statements remains job
one, it is becoming an increasingly smaller part of the
accountant’s role.
The combination of process redesign and automation
has reduced the core accounting workload by more than
50% over the last 20 years; further advances through
machine learning, robotic process automation, and
artificial intelligence will see the effort reduced even
further. The accountant’s role is changing from doing the
work to making sure the work is done correctly. However,
as rapidly as the productivity of core accounting
operations improves, the demands on finance are
increasing faster, especially during these uncertain and
volatile times.
Finance is being asked to expand its role in many
ways: add insight by combining market, financial, and
operational data; move from static budgets to dynamic,
driver-based rolling forecasts; and address risk,
uncertainty, and compliance, all while fully leveraging
available new technology. It’s a daunting mandate but
also an incredibly exciting one. Finance professionals are
increasingly at the heart of the strategic process: assessing
portfolio performance, modelling alternative investment
scenarios, and ensuring adequate cash and capital are on
hand to weather economic storms and invest in attractive
growth strategies.
What does it take to be an effective finance strategist?
Let’s review some of the main attributes:

Don’t forget job one
It is easy to get wrapped up in exciting stuff that now
appears on the finance agenda, but organisations still rely
primarily on finance to produce accurate financial
March 2021 I FM MAGAZINE I 9

statements. New technology and upgraded
processes are helping, but finance cannot
overlook its core role.

Adopt a future-oriented mindset
Accounting means we are recording things
that have already happened. Strategy is a
forward-looking discipline. We care more
about the next quarter or year than the last
quarter or last year. Unlike the past, detail
does not equal more accuracy, and things
don’t always add up or balance. Being able
to pivot to a world of uncertainty and risk
requires a new paradigm that is tolerant of
ambiguity and able to weigh probabilities
and risks.

Go from being descriptive to
prescriptive
Traditional accounting and financial
reporting are overtly descriptive in nature.
They describe past events and maybe seek
to explain them. For example, revenue was
below plan last quarter, and this was
driven by customers’ switching from
higher-priced to lower-priced offerings. A
finance strategist goes beyond answering
the what happened and why did it happen
questions; they focus on the future
implications: What can we do differently
in the future? How do we mitigate
negative trends and accentuate positive
ones?

Move beyond finance data
The financial results of any business event
are the last thing that happens. By the time
anything is recorded in the financial
statements, it is too late to do anything
about it. The good news is that over the
last few years, we have gained access to
incredibly rich sets of new data that can
inform our view of future financial
outcomes in the near and long term.
Market, customer, and operational data
power almost all strategic finance models
by connecting events and actions to
financial outcomes.

Being right is not always the goal
This can be hard for someone with
accounting training to accept, but as soon
as one looks towards the future, being
right is more about luck than skill. Our
crystal ball simply isn’t good enough to
predict the future accurately. We need to
develop forecasts that incorporate
uncertainty by testing different
assumptions and modelling how to
respond in different situations.
10 I FM MAGAZINE I March 2021

Being agile and responsive when
events don’t go as expected is the hallmark
of not just a high-performing organisation
but also of a high-performing team.
Consider how many plans or budgets
correctly anticipated the COVID-19
pandemic. Those that performed best
were those that looked at their plans and
forecasts and used them as a basis for
adjusting strategies, reprioritising
investments, and adjusting resource
allocations to a new reality. These events
explain the increasing importance of
scenario planning and sensitivity analysis
to finance professionals. The ability to
embrace unpredictability and model
alternative situations in advance equips
management with tools to help them
navigate turbulent waters.

Focus on actions taken, not reports
produced
Historically, many finance processes were
slow and manually intensive and required
multiple checks and balances to ensure
their accuracy. Closing the books took
days, reports required hours of careful
manipulation and formatting, and
budgeting could consume six months or
more. It was not uncommon to see office
lights in the accounting department
burning long into the night during the
close or budget season. Finance teams
were exhausted by the time reports were
delivered and budgets approved.
For some, the combination of process
simplification and automation has eased
some of the burden, but for many the
journey is far from complete. There is no
reason why core accounting and finance
costs should be more than 0.5% of any
company’s revenue. Current benchmarks
indicate the average remains around 1%.
Closing the books should take no more
than three days and budgets no more than
four weeks.

Embrace new measures of finance
value
Many of the benchmark metrics used by
finance have barely changed in the last 30
years, yet the finance function has
changed beyond all recognition. The
metrics in the previous paragraph are
typical of the cost and process
measurements that still predominate. It is
time to move on and adopt metrics that
embrace the enterprise value of finance,
not the enterprise cost of finance. This
shift should put the focus on measures

that track the cost and availability of cash
and capital; the amount of time finance
professionals directly engage with
management on forward-looking
planning and resource allocation tasks;
the percent of finance information that
provides advice on actions to be taken, not
just explanations of past variances; and
finance quality measures that address
audit quality, compliance and control
effectiveness, and process quality. The
focus on simple cost metrics is misplaced.
Any CEO would spend more on finance for
a 5% reduction in enterprise operating
costs, a 3% improvement in working
capital, and a one-step upgrade to the
company’s credit rating — all things a
high-performing finance team can deliver.
The impact of these changes reflects a
radical realignment of where finance
professionals spend their time.
Instead of being mired in transaction
processing, accounting, internal controls,
compliance, and reporting activities, a
finance strategist’s job starts when they
deliver the report or analysis. Strategists
spend time helping business leaders
understand the analysis, providing advice
on alternative courses of action, and
planning the outcome of the chosen
actions. No matter how good the analysis
or reporting that finance provides, it is
only as effective as the decisions that
result.
The events of the past year have
increased the urgency for finance to pivot
from bookkeeper to strategist. The good
news is that finance professionals have
the skills, passion, and energy to make the
change. They must be provided with the
data, technology, tools, and leadership to
truly fulfil their potential.
Those who make the shift will find
themselves in more challenging but
immeasurably more satisfying roles that
open up the path to leadership positions
throughout the organisation. ■

David A. J. Axson is a consultant and
author and a retired partner from
Accenture, a co-founder of The Hackett
Group, and former head of corporate
planning at Bank of America. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact Neil
Amato, an FM magazine senior editor,
at Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.
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Microsoft
Power BI
Extract, transform, and
analyse data with business
intelligence software that
connects with Excel.
By Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA
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M

icrosoft Power BI combines Power Query and PowerPivot
technology with a user-friendly charting and reporting interface
in an enterprise-friendly dashboard reporting/sharing
framework. Accountants can use Power BI to extract, transform,
and analyse data from a multitude of sources in real time.
This is no trivial matter. Accountants are uniquely qualified to mine data
for business insights, but they usually spend much more time preparing
the data than undertaking the value-added analysis. A business intelligence
tool such as Microsoft Power BI may help reverse that trend. That promises
to be a big deal as technological advances such as big data and 5G open the

gates to a flood of real-time business
information.
Power BI is far from being the only
business intelligence software available,
but it’s not as expensive as many of the
other BI tools (SAP, SAS, and Tableau),
and it’s easily accessible as part of the
Microsoft ecosystem.
Most users can choose from three
Power BI options:
y Power BI Desktop is the primary tool
that you will use to get and transform
data, build calculations, and produce
reports. This is what a financial
planning and analysis team might use
to generate and manage the reporting
process. You do not even need to pay
for it — just download it for free from
either the Office Store (Windows 10) or
powerbi.com.
y Power BI Service is the cloud-based
service where you will typically
upload your data, run cloud-based
analytics tools, and share reports and
dashboards. You can use this to get
data as well, but you lose much of
the ability to transform and perform
calculations on such data. You will
need to sign up for this, as you will be
using services hosted on Microsoft’s
servers. You can choose between the
free version and a paid (“Pro”) version
— the key difference is that the latter
allows you to share your data with
others. For larger organisations
that see heavier usage, there is
an alternative Power BI Premium
product, too.
y Power BI Mobile is an application
on your mobile device or tablet
that allows you to view reports and
dashboards that you own or that are
shared with you. Reports that may be
viewed or accessed in the Power BI
Service will also be viewable in Power
BI on your mobile device. Again, you
need to sign in using your Power BI
Service account.

Power BI is far from being the
only business intelligence
software available, but it’s
not as expensive as many
of the other BI tools, and is
easily accessible as part of
the Microsoft ecosystem.

Selecting data source

When to use Power BI
Let’s be honest, the first analytical
tool most accountants reach for on
a daily basis is good old Excel. Many
accountants still use it to produce
financial insights for managers and
C-level executives. However, when it
comes to creating reports and sharing
them throughout an organisation,
Power BI can take advantage of the hard
work performed in Excel spreadsheets
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

by extracting data to create reports.
You can find data in various forms
and from many sources: enterprise
data, cloud-based platforms (eg,
Facebook, QuickBooks Online, and
Xero), and Excel spreadsheets, to name
but a few. Power BI lets you bring it all
together in one place to visualise. With

this direct link in place, Power BI really
simplifies your period-end procedures,
as it can automate the extraction from
different systems and combine them as
opposed to manually doing it yourself.
Simply press the Get Data button on
the Ribbon, as shown in the screenshot
“Selecting Data Source”.
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Power BI’s online service
allows you to share the results
of your reports.
Excel path to Get & Transform data

Power BI dashboards
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While Power BI is much more flexible
than Excel when it comes to creating
and sharing data visualisations, its
underlying query tools are mainly built
into Excel, too. In Excel 2010 and Excel
2013, you can download the Power Query
add-in from the Microsoft website;
in Excel 2016/2019 and Office 365, the
Get & Transform feature is built into
the Data tab in the Ribbon, as shown
in the screenshot “Excel Path to Get &
Transform Data”.
Presently, the technology in Power BI
is more advanced: Any new features are
generally available in Power BI before
they are introduced to Excel. Excel is
more than 30 years old; Power BI, being
newer and designed for these sorts
of tasks, tends to be faster and more
efficient at getting and transforming
datasets.
Your initial conclusion might be that
you should use Power BI rather than
Excel. It’s not as simple as that, though:
y Excel is designed for ad hoc analysis.
The great thing about it is that it’s
powerful and flexible enough to do
what you want to do and relatively
easy to use. This is why so many of
us use it: It’s simple to put in place
manual processes and tweaks in
order to get our reports to look and
calculate exactly the way we want.
The problem is that we often rely on
this flexibility and end up locking

ourselves into undertaking tasks
manually (eg, copying and pasting,
copying formulas down columns and
across rows, updating dates, deleting
items, and re-sorting).
y Power BI is designed for
business-as-usual reporting —
quarterly, monthly, daily, real-time,
etc. It’s not so easy to perform ad
hoc calculations outside of the
“standard” reporting tools that you
have — you can do it, but it may
take longer than it would in Excel.
However, where Power BI shines is in
its ability to automate the process of
data cleansing and transformation,
and to set up consistently applied
calculations that span the entire
dataset, without the need to manually
adjust and tweak the formulas.
Further, Power BI’s online service
allows you to share the results
of your reports. You can simply
provide access to the live dataset to a
colleague, rather than email a file and
run the risk of having version control
issues.
Therefore, perhaps Power BI may
be more suitable for regular reporting
processes. Once the reports and
dashboards have been set up, it’s a case
of set-and-forget — the reports will
continue to be updated without further
input from users.
Such a set-up allows you to reduce
the amount of work that is performed
regularly, and report users can log in and
access their reports on demand, without
the need for manual intervention.
This could even be set up as part of
the budgeting process, where each
business unit saves its files in a common
location to be picked up by a Power BI
consolidation report.
However, if you require the data back
in Excel afterwards, or the calculations
may not be consistent each reporting
period, it’s generally faster to make the
change in Excel. It also allows you to
customise your calculations so they
apply only to certain rows or columns.
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Publish to Power BI

Adding a Power BI tab in Teams
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Finally, it gives you more flexibility
to highlight and flag which cells and
tables might be works in progress rather
than finalised. For example, transaction
or financial modelling work, due to
the ever-changing nature of a deal, is
arguably better to perform in Excel.
In summary, which to use? It’s the
common sage piece of accounting
advice: It depends.

Dashboards and row-level security
When you build reports, you need to be
able to share. Historically, this would be
undertaken by printing to PDF (say) and
circulating the report. Power BI lets you
share the same report but now with live
data and interactivity to drill down into
the things that matter most.
Dashboards may be shared and
viewed through publishing to the Power
BI Service, as shown in the screenshot
“Power BI Dashboards”.
An Excel file may be published to a
custom workspace in Power BI Service,
too, as indicated in the screenshot
“Publish to Power BI”.
Power BI files can also be shared
in Microsoft Teams, as shown in the
screenshots “Adding a Power BI Tab

Manage roles for security
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in Teams”. Select Power BI in the first
screen and then the report source in the
second screen.
Since every application is connected
in the Microsoft ecosystem, sharing is
extremely simple.
Having emphasised how easy it is, it’s
important to note that you may restrict
access to data at the row level (record)
by employing row-level security, where
the visibility of specific data is limited to
specific users.
This security feature allows you to set
up rules using Data Analysis Expressions
(DAX) filters that restrict users from
seeing certain information (eg, different
divisional data, products and services, or
salaries). For example, for an Australian
manager, we may set up a restriction that
he or she may only view Australian data,
as shown in the screenshot “Manage
Roles for Security”.
In this instance, anything that is
related back to the Geography table with
a country name other than “Australia”
will be excluded from the reports and
dashboards that they are able to view.
This way, you do not need to create
myriad data tables, dashboards, and
reports. Simple!

Word to the wise
Power BI’s capabilities and use cases
are far too vast and varied to cover
in one article. You can’t do it in two
either, but if you want more, check
out an online-only article that looks
at the programming languages that
underpin Power BI and how artificial
intelligence really revs up Microsoft’s
business intelligence software.
You can access the article at
tinyurl.com/fm-power-bi-oct-2020. ■

Liam Bastick, FCMA, CGMA, FCA, is
director of SumProduct, a global
consultancy specialising in Excel
training. He is also an Excel MVP (as
appointed by Microsoft) and author of
Introduction to Financial Modelling.
Send ideas for future Excel-related
articles to him at liam.bastick@
sumproduct.com. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Jeff Drew,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Jeff.Drew@aicpa-cima.com.
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Overcoming the
top 3 negotiation dilemmas
Skilful negotiators follow these key principles to achieve optimal results.
By Raju Venkataraman, FCMA, CGMA

W

hen and how to make an
offer, when and how
much to collaborate or
compete, and when and
how to listen or speak in
negotiations are the top three dilemmas
negotiators wrestle with from time to time.
Skilful negotiators consider conflicting
thoughts, remind themselves of the key
principles, and then go on to execute and
achieve a majority of their goals.
Here are ways to resolve these dilemmas
and negotiate in any facet of business:

IMAGE BY LUCADP/ISTOCK

Should we make the first offer
(propose) or let the other party make
the first offer (respond)?
I used to sit tight and wait in the belief the
other party’s offer would shed light on their
goals, preferences, and alternatives and
better equip me to handle the negotiation.
Then I found experiments showing the
anchoring effect. It means the first offer can
drop an anchor, impact the other party’s
idea of the bargaining zone, and set the
tone for further exchange.
By making an aggressive first offer, you
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may increase the other side’s sense of
satisfaction by giving them opportunities to
get you to lower your demands. Also, when
the other party lacks information, it is
possible they use your first offer to draw
conclusions about the value of an item.
Your response to an extreme first offer
from the other party might go like this
(refer to the assessment process outlined in
the graphic “First Offer Strategies”):
Thanks for sharing your first offer with
us. We know your side has put thought
into this.
As you might imagine, we too spent
time prior to today’s meeting on what
might meet our interests and, I am
afraid, that represents a very different
viewpoint on value than what you have
offered.
Rather than zeroing in on a number
this early, shall we discuss and agree on
the various standards and
methodologies that might be
appropriate in arriving at the valuation
that might work for both of us? Does
that sound reasonable?

When should we claim value (compete)
and when do we create value
(collaborate)? How much?
Creating value means enlarging, to the
optimal extent possible, the total value to
be divided between the parties. Claiming
value means making sure that the final
agreement generates an acceptable amount
of value for your side, and you leave
something for the other party.
Creating new value improves both
parties’ outcomes. However, having created
new value, negotiators must still claim their
share of the resulting larger pie. The
primary tools to create value include:
y Building trust and sharing
information.
y Asking questions and listening well.
y Disclosing information incrementally,
back and forth, with reciprocity. This
minimises your own risks. If the other
party is still reluctant to discuss, you
can decide to hold back as well.
y Focusing on the underlying interests
of the parties. Why do they want what
they want? I’ve repeatedly (in varied
circumstances, in business and in life)

First offer strategies
Yes, you should make the first offer.

No, you should not make the first offer.

• Can set up a powerful anchor/baseline around which
further negotiations pivot.
• Research shows strong correlation between the first
offer and the final negotiation outcomes.

• By waiting, you can protect yourself from committing
errors.
• Belief that the first to make an offer loses.
• Allowing the other side to make the first offer gives
insight into their goals/preferences upfront.

When is this a good option?

When is this a good option?

• When you want to take the initiative and set the tone for
the discussions.
• If the initial assessment shows a wide separation
between the two sides on the issues under negotiation
for the first offer.

• If you are not familiar with the market or you think the
other side has more information.
• When you lack information about the real value of the
subject of the negotiation (both to yourself and the
other party).

What if the other party makes an extreme first offer with a view to anchor?
• Don’t feel obligated to promptly counteroffer. Diagnose their offer’s legitimacy and demonstrate why it is not acceptable.
• If the relationship is important, keep them engaged and maintain rapport even as you cast off the anchor.
• This may be the time to make a counteroffer that is nonpositional and backed with justification.
realised that when we dig beneath
seemingly incompatible positions, we
can discover reconcilable underlying
interests and pave the way to resolve
conflicts and create value.
y Negotiating multiple issues
simultaneously. Multiple issues
allow for creative options to concede
things that you do not value highly
but are valued highly by the other side
and vice-versa (called negotiating
tradeables). Say receiving early
payment is important for the seller,
while the buyer, who has a good cash
flow, is more focused on lower price.
This is a chance to dovetail opposing
interests and create value.
y Making multiple package offers of
equivalent value simultaneously. The
other party’s response will help you
understand how they value different
elements of the offers.
y Leveraging the power of contingent
contracts. With a contingent
contract, differences of opinion
about future events don’t have to
be bridged. They become the core
of the agreement. Parties bet on the
future rather than argue about it.
In an M&A deal, payment by way of
earnout is a contingent consideration
(a potential future payment)
promised to the seller upon the
achievement of specific milestones
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(say achieving specific profitability or
turnover targets). The purpose of the
earnout is to bridge the valuation gap.
There are two things to be careful about
during the process of creating value:
y As far as is possible, do not reveal your
reservation point (bottom line) since
the other party has no incentive to
offer you anything beyond that.
y Never precisely specify your trade-offs
among issues, while being truthful
about discussing the relative
importance of issues.
To claim value in a negotiation, you use
competitive tactics to try to convince the
other side:
y Start high, ie, high initial demand (not
absurdly high, though).
y Concede slowly and make
progressively smaller concessions to
signal increasing resistance.
y Exaggerate the value of your
concessions and minimise the value
of the other’s concessions.
y Frame your terms of offer,
highlighting what is in it for them.
y Set deadlines (that you intend to keep)
and use decisive language to move
things forward.
y Research and estimate their best
alternative to a negotiated agreement
(BATNA) and reservation terms (also
called a walkaway point). These are
not static and will keep evolving.

y Be willing to outwait your opponent.

Should we listen or should we talk?
Negotiation is not about talking. Successful
negotiators listen well and listen more than
they talk.
y Have a genuine interest in the other
person and their problems.
y Listen and ask good questions.
Experienced sales trainers have said
that a good salesperson talks no more
than 30% of the sales process.
y Listen not just for what is being said
but also for what is left unsaid, and
what might be behind the words.
y Calm down any team member who
talks too much and tries to fill in
silence.
Training, such as role-playing, helps
people gain negotiation skills and strategies
and acquire the right conceptual framework
and practice to conduct successful
negotiations more consistently. ■
Raju Venkataraman, FCMA, CGMA, is a
negotiation skills trainer and
credentialed leadership and career
coach (PCC) based in Singapore,
serving clients worldwide. To comment
on this article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Sabine Vollmer,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Sabine.Vollmer@aicpa-cima.com.
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Insights from a
bottom-up sales and
price variance analysis

F

or any well-managed company, a
comprehensive analysis and
profound understanding of its
sales and price variance over
time are critical. Driven by
multidimensional factors, these variances
repeatedly perplex management teams and
can derail the overall business performance.
A bottom-up sales and price analysis I
developed for a large global company to
help the leadership gain valuable insights
and facilitate the decision-making process
is discussed step by step in this article. The
analysis can be integrated into business
intelligence reporting tools to render
accurate and effective insights.
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Key management concerns
The sales and price analysis is designed to
address the most important management
concerns:
y What’s the root cause of the sales
increase or decrease between two
periods?
y Which factors primarily drive the
sales up or down? Is the uptrend or
downtrend going to persist?
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y What’s the indication under the

surface of the average price change
between the two periods?
y To what extent does a shift in
customer mix affect the average price
change?
y How do you effectively adjust the
customer-specific pricing to optimise
the gain or to minimise the loss?
Unlike the traditional top-down analysis
model, the sales and price analysis employs
a bottom-up approach to address the above
concerns by first slicing the sales and price
data into layers and then drilling down to
identify other drivers of the variances at a
granular (bottom) level. These specifics
allow management to identify where the
significant impacts occur and make optimal
decisions. If you are building the sales and
price analysis model for a multinational
company, it would make sense to apply the
standard approach across the board after
grouping the sales by region.

The components of the sales and
price analysis
The sales and price analysis incorporates

six vital components that can be
analysed and calculated at the
individual-customer level for a company
with numerous customers embracing
different pricing structures. As shown in
the graphic “Sales and Price Analysis
Components”, the six components form
a hierarchy that includes sales variance,
average price variance, volume variance,
customer mix, foreign currency
exchange rate changes, and price
increases/decreases.
Let’s start with the sales variance and
then dive into the price variance. The sales
variance is simply the difference in the
values between the two periods, which
comes from the impact of volume and
average price variances.
The volume impact is relatively
intuitive for most analysts. However,
explaining the change in average price
between the two periods can be an
intricate job, especially when changes
from dynamic aspects of customer mix
shift, foreign currency exchange rates, and
price increases/decreases are mixed
together. More on this later.

Follow step by step how a comprehensive sales
and price variance analysis can help management
improve business performance across currencies.
By Ying Liu, CPA/ABV

Sales variance analysis
As illustrated, the sales and price analysis
breaks sales variance into two parts:
volume variance and average price
variance. To quantify the volume variance
impact, we use the Q1 price to multiply
the volume difference between Q2 and Q1.
The purpose is to isolate the volume
change impact to the sales from the
average price change impact. This
calculation allows us to explain how
significant the sales changes are that have
originated from the volume increases or
decreases. A similar idea is used to
quantify the average price variance
impact.
Let’s use a numerical example to
demonstrate how this works. (See the
graphic “Sales Details for Q1 and Q2”.)
Our fictitious company, Taylor
Brothers, sells one product to five
customers under different contracts at
various prices. Its customers, at a range
of volume-based discount rates that
result in price fluctuations, purchase
different quantities of the products in
Q1 and Q2:
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Sales and price analysis components
Customer mix

Average price
variance

FX rate changes

Price increases/
decreases

Sales variance

Volume variance
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Sales details for Q1 and Q2
Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Customers

Price

Volume

A

$320

500

$160,000

$350

200

$70,000

B

$280

1,000

$280,000

$300

800

$240,000

C

$400

600

$240,000

$450

200

$90,000

D

$500

300

$150,000

$550

225

$123,750

E

$270

2,000

$540,000

$280

1,800

$504,000

4,400

$1,370,000

3,225

$1,027,750

Total

Sales

Price

Volume

Document Currency

Customer mix impact between Q1 and Q2
Quarter 1

Customers

Price

A

$320

B

Volume

Quarter 2
Volume @
Q1 Mix

Difference between
Q2 Volume and the
Volume at Q1 Mix

Customer
Mix Impact

Mix

Price

Volume

Mix

500

11%

$350

200

6%

366

-166

–$1,438

$280

1,000

23%

$300

800

25%

733

67

–$2,103

C

$400

600

14%

$450

200

6%

440

-240

–$21,253

D

$500

300

7%

$550

225

7%

220

5

$965

E

$270

2,000

45%

$280

1,800

56%

1,466

334

–$13,819

Average Price

$311

Sales variance = Q2 sales – Q1 sales =
$1,027,750 – $1,370,000 = –$342,250
Sales decreased by $342,250 in Q2
compared with Q1. As we just discussed,
the total sales variance can be better
understood after calculating the average
price variance impact and the volume
variance impact. Here is how we codify:
Total sales variance = Volume variance
impact + Average price variance impact =
Q1 average price × (Q2 total volume –
Q1 total volume) + (Q2 average price –
Q1 average price) × Q2 volume
In our example, volume variance
impact is ($1,370,000 ÷ 4,400) × (3,225 –
4,400) = −$365,852, which indicates the
volume decreases had an adverse impact
on sales in the amount of $365,852.
Meanwhile, average price variance impact
is ([$1,027,750 ÷ 3,225] – [$1,370,000 ÷
4,400]) × 3,225 = $23,602, which indicates
the increased average price had a positive
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$319

impact on sales in the amount of $23,602.
In such a way, we simply identify how
changes in volume and average price
contribute to the sales variance.
Apparently, the volume decrease has a
greater effect leading the total sales down
in Q2.

Average price variance analysis
The above average price variance impact
doesn’t help management understand the
root causes that explain the variance at a
more granular level. The exact impacts
from three components — customer mix
shift, foreign currency exchange rate, and
price changes — need to be thoroughly
examined one by one at a specific level. (In
contrast to reconciling amounts produced
by the top-down approach to fill gaps in
the equation, the calculated impacts of
these three components play important
roles in explaining the underlying root
causes.)
For the same company, let’s continue
our average price variance analysis by

addressing the impact from customer mix
shift:

Section 1: Customer mix shift impact
To offer the flexibility to quantify the
magnitude from an individual customer,
the sales and price analysis calculates the
customer mix impact at the customer
level. The sales and price analysis
calculates the difference in volume for
each customer from the Q2 volume and
the volume as if each customer would
purchase at the Q1 mix in Q2. And then we
take the difference of the customer’s Q1
price and Q1 average price to multiply the
calculated difference in volume:
Customer mix impact =
(Customer’s Q1 price – Q1 average price)
× (Customer’s Q2 volume – Customer’s
Q2 volume at Q1 mix)
Customer C has the most adverse
impact from customer mix shift. (See the
graphic “Customer Mix Impact Between

FX rate impact between Q1 and Q2
Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Document
Currency

FX Rate

500

EUR

0.9

$350

$280

1,000

EUR

0.9

C

$400

600

EUR

D

$500

300

E

$270

2,000

Customers

Price

Volume

A

$320

B

Document
Currency

FX Rate

200

EUR

0.85

$3,889

$300

800

EUR

0.85

$13,333

0.9

$450

200

EUR

0.85

$5,000

EUR

0.9

$550

225

EUR

0.85

$6,875

EUR

0.9

$280

1,800

EUR

0.85

$28,000

Price

Volume

FX
Impact

Price change impact between Q1 and Q2
Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Document
Currency

FX Rate

500

EUR

0.9

$350

$280

1,000

EUR

0.9

C

$400

600

EUR

D

$500

300

E

$270

2,000

Customers

Price

Volume

A

$320

B

Document
Currency

FX Rate

200

EUR

0.85

$2,111

$300

800

EUR

0.85

$2,667

0.9

$450

200

EUR

0.85

$5,000

EUR

0.9

$550

225

EUR

0.85

$4,375

EUR

0.9

$280

1,800

EUR

0.85

–$10,000

Price

Volume

Q1 and Q2”.) With this information, the
sales team should immediately start
investigations to initiate an action plan
and gain customer C’s business back. This
differentiates the sales and price analysis
from the traditional top-down approach
analysis by showing the impact of each
customer. That helps management
pinpoint the issues and engage the sales
team to follow up with specific
customers.

to explain the foreign currency exchange
rate impact on sales for each customer. In
our example, one single foreign currency
is used for simplification. The same
approach can be applied to transactions
with multiple currencies:

Section 2: FX rate impact

Our analysis shows that our company
benefited from the sales transactions in
euros due to a weaker dollar (the FX rates
are more favourable in Q2 than in Q1). (See
the graphic “FX Rate Impact Between Q1
and Q2”.)

Now, let’s take a look at the second
component: foreign currency exchange
rate impact. Our example illustrates a
US-based multinational with transactions
in euros; therefore, it is required to convert
to US dollars for reporting purposes.
Embedded in the average price variance,
the impact of the foreign currency
exchange rate must be quantified and
isolated from the price change effect.
Again, by performing the sales and price
analysis at the customer level, we are able
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

Foreign currency exchange rate impact =
(Customer’s Q2 price in USD –
[Customer’s Q2 price in USD × Q2 FX rate
÷ Q1 FX rate]) × Q2 volume

Section 3: Price change impact
Let’s proceed to calculate the price change
impact by using the difference of the
converted Q2 price at the Q1 FX rate and Q1
price to multiply Q2 volume. The formula
is as follows:

Price
Change
Impact

Price change impact = ([Q2 price × Q2 FX
rate ÷ Q1 FX rate] – Q1 price) × Q2 volume
This analysis uncovered the real price
change without other interference. In our
example, customer E has an adverse price
impact with a relatively higher dollardenominated price in Q2. (See the graphic
“Price Change Impact Between Q1 and Q2”.)
Without this analysis, management could
miss the falling price, which is blended
with and covered by the positive FX effect.
This information helps management
optimise pricing decisions.

Two-dimensional analysis
At this point, we have discussed the sales
and price analysis model and how to
calculate all three bottom-level
components that serve as drivers of the
average price variance at the customer
level. Putting all results together, as you
can see in the graphic “Bottom-Level
Overall Impact”, we focus on impacts from
both the individual customers and the
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Bottom-level overall impact
Customers

Customer Mix
Impact

FX Impact

Price Change
Impact

Average
Price Impact

A

–$1,438

$3,889

$2,111

$4,562

B

–$2,103

$13,333

$2,667

$13,897

C

–$21,253

$5,000

$5,000

–$11,253

D

$965

$6,875

$4,375

$12,215

E

–$13,819

$28,000

-$10,000

$4,181

Total

–$37,648

$57,097

$4,153

$23,602

Waterfall analysis for impact of average price
325
320
315

$17.7
$311.4

$1.3

$318.7

–$11.7

305
300
295
290
Customer
mix impact

FX impact

underlying drivers.
The sales and price analysis establishes
a robust two-dimensional model to
explain the variance thoroughly.
Step by step vertically, we broke down
the average price impact ($23,602) by
customers to show each customer’s
contribution to the sales variance caused
by average price changes. Management
can comfortably pinpoint that customer C
has a negative impact.
Horizontally, the analysis provides the
insights into each driver (ie, customer mix,
FX, and price change) and drills down to
individual customers. Information
extracted from both dimensions can
greatly help management understand that
customer C’s negative impact was
primarily driven by customer mix shift.
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The impact on the average price is
driven by the three components —
customer mix, FX, and price change. (See
the graphic “Waterfall Analysis for Impact
of Average Price”.) Weighted in between the
two periods’ average prices, these drivers
visually explain how significant they are.
In our example, the favourable FX rates
help offset the adverse impact from
customer mix shift.
To forecast next quarter, if the FX rates
are not sustainable, management should
not expect the increase in average price to
continue. In this case, management needs
to have an action plan to improve the
customer mix.

Use modern visualisation tools to
make the sales and price analysis
more impactful

310

Q1 average
price

Customer mix impact per unit =
Customer mix impact ÷ Q2 volume
FX impact per unit = FX impact ÷
Q2 volume
Price change impact per unit =
Price change impact ÷ Q2 volume

Price change
impact

Q2 average
price

To integrate this into your business
intelligence report, you can add a waterfall
analysis to help management visualise the
average price change and its underlying
drivers. For management at a company
with hundreds and thousands of
customers wanting to know what
happened to average price, you can convert
the results to unit price level by dividing
the component impacts by the Q2 volume
in the graphic “Price Change Impact
between Q1 and Q2”:

Leadership should review the sales and
price analysis at least every quarter to
facilitate the intelligent business decision
and effective planning processes. To make
this more interesting, the sales and price
analysis can be integrated into other
modern data visualisation tools, such as
Power BI and Tableau. Management can
dynamically track the business
performance using the sales and price
analysis model by exploring the results in
multidimensional and interactive charts
on these platforms. n

Resources
CGMA tool
Financial Risk Management: Market
Risk Tools and Techniques,
tinyurl.com/yyo7jcaf

Ying Liu, CPA/ABV, MBA, is
manager–Corporate Development at
the Chemours Company, a global
chemistry company based in the US.
To comment on this article or to
suggest an idea for another article,
contact Sabine Vollmer, an FM
magazine senior editor, at
Sabine.Vollmer@aicpa-cima.com.
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Back to basics:

A toolset to
simplify business
processes
Simplifying the complex by
asking straightforward questions
and using a solution diagram can
enable informed decisions to be
taken with confidence.
By Mark Gault, ACMA, CGMA
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H

ave you sat in a meeting that is getting bogged down in
detail and wanted to ask the question, “How does this
actually work?”
I worked with a large utility whose managers could
easily describe their end-to-end processes not only in
terms of the specific activities performed but also in terms of the
practical impact when an activity failed. They monitored their
process performance regularly because they understood that costs
increased, customers complained, the regulator took interest,
revenue fell, and staff became dissatisfied if problems were not
picked up and resolved quickly.
A good example of this was its daily monitoring in a dashboard of
the value and expiry date of call-off or blanket order contracts with
suppliers. Where the value or date reached predefined tolerances,
action was taken to mitigate the risk. The company understood the
impact when field engineers couldn’t source the materials and
equipment they needed.
As with other companies, it also measured off-catalogue spend
and invoices without purchase orders, which are common historic
measures. Unlike some businesses, however, it understood that
identifying risks before they became issues reduced the need to
question or sanction staff who used an exception process to do
their job.

IMAGE BY LISSART/ISTOCK
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A solution diagram should be large
enough to read, consume, and
understand with ease.

Designing something new

When looking to design a new process,
for example, the question is, “How should
this work?” This approach visualises the
future rather than justifying the present.
When designing a solution, the picture
should identify the key components and
options, eg, data sources in a reporting
solution and how they work together. The
key is that the stakeholders can easily
understand what each solution
component is, what it does, and its
graphic “Solution Diagram for Order
Processing”). I do this using one slide that is contribution to the desired result. People
armed with this knowledge are able to
large enough to read, consume, and
understand with ease. The skill is to reduce debate the merits of each option and
the complex to something simple enough to make an informed decision. Viewing the
solution components and alternatives in
enable people to comprehend the answer
quickly and then ask the question, “Why do a spaghetti diagram, or, worse still,
describing them in a document, results in
we do it that way?”
less comprehension, engagement, and
There are three easy steps to building
discussion. The result is usually a
your solution diagram. Think of it as a
solution that lacks understanding and is
jigsaw puzzle:
unlikely to stand up to operational rigour.
1. Understand what the result or picture
A good way to solve a problem is by
should look like.
breaking it down into its constituent
2. Identify the pieces.
parts. First, identify the key components
3. Work out how the pieces fit together.
The solution diagram is very similar to a in the operation, the activities that are
performed in each, and finally how they
high-level process flow with some
are connected, ie, what transfers between
additional attributes such as systems and
each one. When you find it difficult to
roles that provide greater clarity for the
audience. The most important point is that explain how something works, that’s
usually a good indication of where the
the diagram accurately reflects how a
problem lies.
business function operates from start to
Typically, any exception activity or
finish, highlighting the key activities and
process provides a wealth of useful
hand-offs, but is simple enough to engage
information. My favourite is the lowly
the audience.

In contrast to the utility, I recently
worked with a company that had a
relatively small turnover, or annual sales,
of around £50 million with fewer than 40
active customers. I didn’t expect the
answer I received when I asked how it
took and delivered orders. The answer
took me some time to understand and to
describe (see the graphic “Visual
Description of Complex Order
Processing”). This rather complex process
prompted me to ask if the business had a
problem billing customers and collecting
cash? The response was, “Yes, but that’s
finance’s problem.”
This demonstrated a lack of end-to-end
process ownership, with each function
concentrating on its own outcomes with
little knowledge of the impact they had on
other parts of the business.

The value of the visual
The approach I use to answer the “How
does this work?” question is to build a
solution diagram (for an example see the

Visual description of complex order processing
Customer

Producer

Producer

6
Merchant /
warehouse

Order

Pick and
dispatch
order

Repack and
dispatch

UK
third-party
warehouse

Parent
company

3

Bulk
product

2

Order

4

Bulk
product

Producer

8
Pallet(s)

Pick and
dispatch
order

5
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Bulk order delivered from parent company
and stored in third-party UK warehouse.

2

Warehouse repacks for stock or for sales
order received via email from merchant.

3

Orders packed and delivered directly to
producer. Admin invoices merchant.

4

Orders received by admin from merchants
via email or telephone.

Producer

10
Bulk order

5
7

Bulk
product

9

1
Bulk order

1

Bulk order

Warehouse packs stock against order
instruction from admin.

6

Order packed and delivered to merchant or
direct to producer. Admin invoices merchant.

7

Merchant is supplied with stock on a sale or
return basis.

8

Admin invoices merchant when stock sold.

9

Merchant is supplied with bulk stock direct
from parent company against UK order.

10

Merchant’s sales assessed at end of season
and admin invoices merchant accordingly.

Solution diagram for order processing

2

Input

Processing

4

6

Output

Consumption

Order

Pick / manufacture

Dispatch

Deliver

1

3

5

7

Process/role matrix for order processing
What

How

Activity

Enabler

Sales team

Customer order receipt

Web / email /
phone

√

Stock availability

Stock system

√

Stock order

Invoice and payment

Factory

Supplier

√

√

Stock system

√

√

√

Sales order system

√

Finance system

√

The process/role matrix
I was introduced to the process/role
matrix tool (see the graphic “Process/Role
Matrix for Order Processing”) by a change
management consultant. I use this
technique regularly when I need to
specify the solution diagram in greater
detail. By identifying the process
activities and who performs them, I am
able to understand how staff do their job,
who will be affected by change, the
support and training requirements, and
most importantly the engagement needed
to identify change in the first place. It’s
difficult getting to this level of detail
without first being able to answer the
question, “How does this work?”

Credit control

√
√

credit note or credit memo. Analysing the
reasons and activities required to raise a
credit note can provide a window through
your business and put a spotlight on what
doesn’t work as well as it should.
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Logistics

Manual / email

Dispatch
Process receipt

Who

√

Be simple, be agile
A process/role matrix is a very useful tool
when exposing unnecessary complexity.
This complexity may have evolved over
time to support specific functional silos or
fiefdoms in the organisation. If these are
allowed to persist, they will have a
detrimental impact on business value.
Complex processes are commonly enabled
by legacy technologies that have in the
past given rise to untouchable specialisms
or “sacred cows”. These practices, if not
addressed properly, will result in an
increasingly sluggish, stale organisation. A
good example of this is the current
banking sector. Old established companies
are pitting their wares against agile
upstarts. The new entrants are not
hindered by the past. They use simple
straight-through processing, employing
blockchain techniques with universal
journals from source transactions that
provide the information they need to make

√
√

informed decisions quickly and with
greater certainty.
So, what is business simplification? It’s
being able to answer the question “How
does this work?” with ease and with clarity.
This ability comes from a clear
understanding of your business processes
and ownership of their operation. An
organisation with this knowledge has the
ability to respond and adapt to change
quickly. If you can’t answer the “how”
question, it’s unlikely that your business
operations will be successful, especially in
the current economic climate. n
Mark Gault, ACMA, CGMA, is a
UK-based business architect at Gault
& Co. Ltd. To comment on this article
or to suggest an idea for another
article, contact Oliver Rowe, an
FM magazine senior editor, at
Oliver.Rowe@aicpa-cima.com.
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Activating
your
network
to improve I
your job
search

Tapping into your
professional network of
associates and friends
can power up your next
career move. Here’s how.
By Anastasia Uglova

f you found yourself looking for work
recently, you might be spending
hours daily trawling online job
boards and submitting tens or
hundreds of applications without
ever hearing back.
You are not alone in your frustration
and disappointment. Perhaps your CV
does not market you well, and it might be
worth your time to invest in a CV or
résumé writing service to position you
better. The economy is also not doing you
any favours, as many employers post jobs
to build candidate pipelines without
concrete plans to make immediate hires.
But don’t lose hope: The vast majority
of jobs never get advertised, and you are
applying to the small percentage — as little
as 20% by some estimates — that do get
posted, each of which receives an average
250 applications. Your application is then
screened by automated applicant tracking
systems before a human ever sees your CV.
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Your personal network is a
resource that is unique to you and
ready to go to work on your behalf
— if you know how to activate it.
Against those odds, the radio silence
should be no surprise.
What might you do instead to give
yourself a fair shake? Pursue a more
targeted strategy in your job search by
connecting to the 80% of opportunities in
the “hidden” job market by activating your
network.
Your personal network is a resource
that is unique to you and ready to go to
work on your behalf — if you know how to
activate it. This network is not the same
thing as your LinkedIn connections, nor is
it the tenuous contacts in your social
media that you cannot quite remember
meeting.
And it is not the events and happy
hours that disappeared from your diary
after the onset of COVID-19, which hiring
managers and executives were too busy to
attend anyway.
Your network is and always has been
online, within your personal contact list.
To activate it, you will need to:

Get comfortable asking for what
you need
Most people’s immediate response to the
idea of asking for help is resistance.
Nobody likes to ask for favours, appear
needy, or face rejection, so we avoid asking
for what we need. Naturally, we never get
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it. People aren’t mind-readers, after all.
But the truth is that reaching out to
your personal contacts to help you find the
right opportunity is not asking for favours:
It is leveraging social capital. If a person
refers you to a job that you end up landing,
their social capital with the employer rises
as well. You make them look good. It’s a
win-win.
Generally, people also enjoy helping
others, but between leading busy lives and
not being clairvoyant, they have no idea
who needs help when — unless they are
told. Think about the reverse situation:
You receive a personal update from
someone you know, asking for your
assistance. You would feel honoured to
learn that you made it into that person’s
inner circle and they see you as someone
in a position to help.
That is exactly how your outreaching
would feel to your network. So do your
contacts a favour and help them feel good
about themselves by entrusting them with
the opportunity to help you.

Polish your digital presence
To network in an online world, your online
identity must be in shape.
Once you reach out to your personal
contacts, you can be absolutely certain that
they will look you up online. They will be
seeking confirmation that you are as
impressive as they remember and that
recommending you to their contacts
would indeed raise their social capital.
Don’t let them down. The same is true of
any recruiter and hiring manager
considering you for an interview; these
professionals want to know you are worth
their time to interview.
So make sure you look good on
LinkedIn by having: (1) a powerful
introduction or summary at the top; (2) a
list of high-value skills for your target role
and industry; (3) at least three bullet points
describing your accomplishments (not job
duties!) for each of the roles you have held;

(4) a professional headshot; and (5)
recommendations that you have both
given and received.

Formulate the ask
Start your message by saying you have
enjoyed following their career, respect
their accomplishments, and would like to
impose on them to help you achieve your
goals as well. People love knowing that
they matter and that they are in your inner
circle, so tell them!
Now that you are ready to ask people to
go to work on your impressive behalf,
make sure you are not unintentionally
expecting them to also put in the work to
figure out how to do it. Be clear and make
their lives easier by telling them exactly
what you want them to do.
Your ask should include: (1) a sentence
about what you have been up to
professionally the past six months, even if
that is just job searching; (2) a couple of
sentences describing the industry and job
function you are targeting; (3) a link to
your polished LinkedIn profile; and (4)
your CV or résumé as a PDF.
Since you want to make it easy for
people to help you, make sure 1, 2, and 3
are in a neat paragraph that can be easily
copied and pasted into an email that your
contacts can forward to their networks.

Resources
Website
The Global Career Hub at
mycareer.aicpa-cima.com offers job
search tools and resources.
Articles
“Boosting Your Professional Image
Online”, FM magazine, 31 July 2020,
tinyurl.com/y2h5cfqr
“Preparing for a Job Loss”,
FM magazine, 8 June 2020,
tinyurl.com/yyznw93z
Podcast episodes
“The Value of Investing in Yourself”,
FM magazine, 7 August 2019,
tinyurl.com/yxwyhtvq
“How to Keep Fear From
Short-Circuiting Your Career”,
Journal of Accountancy, 12 June 2019,
tinyurl.com/yxw4q4x7

And since you are asking people to help
you, let them know you care about them,
too.

Take action and tell everyone you meet
This is the hard part: actually activating
your network. Your network is not the same
as your LinkedIn contacts. Unless you have
carefully managed your LinkedIn
connections to include only people whom
you personally know, do not blast off your
ask to just anyone.
Take the time to carefully comb through
your email, phone, and LinkedIn account
for people with whom you have enough
rapport to be confident they remember
you. And when you message them, remind
them of how you know each other.
Do not be shy about firing off a blast to
multiple email addresses, as long as
everyone is on bcc. You are not abusing
your email privileges. Think about how
many times you have fired off a mass
email to your contacts in the past. Perhaps
once? Most likely, never. You will not come
off as a nuisance, but rather as a pleasant
surprise to people who suddenly realise
they matter to you. For those contacts
whose emails you do not have, use
LinkedIn. And do not forget your other
social accounts. Post about your job search
on both LinkedIn and Facebook.
Similarly, do not keep your job search a
secret from people you meet offline. This
includes people outside your field, the
barista in the corner coffeeshop, and your
child’s friend’s mother. Particularly in this
interconnected world, everyone knows
someone, and the only way to expand your
network is to tap into someone else’s. Do
not be shy. Remember that people cannot
help you unless they know how you would
like to be helped.

Be patient
Now, you wait. You should expect that
most of your recipients will not respond
— and that is not because they do not like
you. Many people will not respond
because they got busy and forgot, despite
planning to. Most of these people would
even be grateful if you followed up, so do
not write people off for not responding or
take it as a referendum on your likeability
and self-worth.
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Many others simply will not know
how to help because no solution or
contact in their network comes readily
to mind. These people would very
likely enjoy hearing from you again,
perhaps with an update after you land
your new job.
But be ready to respond vigorously and
quickly to the people who do respond. Do
not keep these people waiting. You have
opened your window of opportunity —
now climb through it. And remember, the

average job hunt takes six to nine months
of intensive searching, follow-ups, and
interviewing. ■
Anastasia Uglova is a communications
and personal branding consultant
based in the US. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Drew Adamek,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.

PODCAST
Do you wonder about the best
way to build your personal
brand? Are you hoping to
assume a leadership role but
unsure about how to become
a better leader? Listen
to insights from a global
collection of finance leaders
and other experts in the FM
magazine podcast.

Stream episodes at
fm-magazine.com/podcast
or subscribe on
Apple Podcasts or
Google Podcasts.
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Adapting
boss-worker
relationships
in the
pandemic

T
IMAGE BY EONEREN/ISTOCK

he pandemic has completely
changed the way many of us
work — and large numbers of
jobs that were seen as
office-only are now being
done wholly or partly remotely. Decisions
were made at speed, new technologies
were rapidly adopted, and companies had
to pull together as never before. It has
also hugely altered workplace dynamics.
Where managers and those they
managed once sat a few feet from each
other and had near-constant face-to-face
contact, now they might be 50 miles
apart. So, looking ahead, what does this
mean for boss-worker relationships?

Do we even need bosses?
The early stages of the pandemic were
not just the world’s greatest natural
experiment in remote working, but they
were also an enormous experiment in
employee empowerment. Millions of
office-based staff suddenly discovered
themselves working from home, often
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COVID-19 has
irrevocably changed
how and where
our work lives are
conducted. Here is
how managers and
employees can adjust
to the new paradigm.
By Rhymer Rigby

with very little supervision. Naturally,
they became far more self-sufficient and
started making decisions for themselves.
This led some to conclude that their
bosses were unnecessary.

We probably do need bosses
Interesting though this thinking is, it’s
largely wrong. During the panicked,
improvised early days, good bosses
ensured their staff were supported,
particularly with productivity tools and
the technology they needed to work
from home. And, as remote and
semi-remote working has become the
norm, managers have found other ways
of helping staff in the longer term. This
has covered areas ranging from mental
health and loneliness to professional
development and assessment. Given
that the pandemic could last for a couple
of years, short-term fixes will not be
enough. Managers need to evolve and
find ways of dealing with issues that are
still appearing.

Bosses should continue empowering
staff
There is almost endless research to show
that managers who are trusting and
hands-off get the best out of their people. In
2017, academics from Exeter and
Manchester business schools (in the UK)
and Curtin Business School (in Australia)
conducted a meta-analysis of 105 studies on
empowering leadership. They found it was
associated with positive outcomes such as
greater creativity, improved trust, and better
performance. Smart bosses will continue to
encourage remote and semi-remote
employees to take initiative and support
them with the tools they need. Interestingly,
the centralisation of power in companies
(especially around senior management and
the board) is a relatively new phenomenon.
Writing in The Atlantic, Professor Daniel
Markovits of Yale Law School suggested that
back in the 1960s, power was far more
diffused throughout organisations to the
benefit of almost everyone except those at
the very top.

beyond their working hours — is not to be
encouraged.

Work/life balance is still important, but
it has changed
We’ve all seen the Zoom calls where
children run in. In the past, many bosses
paid lip service to caring about work/life
balance and family commitments. Now
they are far more visible. Moreover, many
managers are experiencing these issues
first-hand themselves. So, expect more
empathy about work/life issues. But
equally, both sides need to watch for
further blurring of the work/life line — and
we should all ensure that the time saved
on commutes does not just become time
spent on work.

Bosses should prepare for a return

Bosses are not just taskmasters
Although many professionals have
adapted surprisingly well to the
pandemic so far, there are considerable
downsides. Many workers have become
more stressed, experienced mental
health problems, and had demands
placed on them in areas such as
childcare. Good bosses have recognised
that they have a pastoral care role to play
and that they need to keep staff happy
and engaged. Bosses are also responsible
for disseminating corporate culture as
never before. This will become
increasingly important as new team
members join who have never spent
time in the office with their colleagues.
Worth remembering, too, is that many
middle managers are workers
themselves and form an interface layer
between senior management and staff.
They may set budgets, track key
performance indicators, and help
prioritise work — as well as doing some
of the team’s work.
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Employees need to be visible in new
ways
Workers need to rethink how they
communicate, too. Virtual meetings are far
more democratic, and the days of
dominating a room by being confident and
talking more than others are over (for the
time being, at least). Now, it’s more about
demonstrating that you’re delivering. You
need to find ways to do this — you cannot
just assume that your boss will know that
you’ve done the work, as they might have
when they were two desks away.

Bosses should resist the urge to spy
on staff
Digital tools that allow bosses to keep close
tabs on staff may seem tempting. But if
you want the best from your people, you
need to trust them, and watching them
continuously is unlikely to boost
productivity or motivation. Similarly,
digital presenteeism — where people are
switched on and make themselves
available on platforms such as Slack long

The pandemic will eventually pass — but
what then? Large numbers of people have
expressed a desire to continue working
from home. However, although many
people now assume they will be able to
work from home indefinitely, this is by no
means certain. Managing the great return
will be just as difficult as adopting remote
working and will require just as much care
and tact — especially when dealing with
semi-remote teams. Both sides should not
expect a return to the status quo, either —
the staff who return in 2021 or 2022 will
likely have become quite different people
from those who left in 2020.

Recognise that we are in uncharted
territory
Although we know a lot more than we did
in March 2020, both managers and those
they manage are still feeling their way.
Some strategies will work; others won’t.
Mistakes will be made, and they will often
be nobody’s fault. Empathy and
understanding are needed on both sides.
Equally, much has been learned. Bosses
should attempt to build on the positives of
faster decision-making and more flexible
ways of working. ■

Rhymer Rigby is an FM magazine
contributor and author of The
Careerist: Over 100 Ways to Get
Ahead at Work. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Neil Amato,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.
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Renewing purpose
to drive value
By returning to their ‘why’, organisations can find
new ways to deliver value in a tough economy.
By Jessica Hubbard

A

s businesses look to regain
lost momentum and recover
from the economic shocks of
the COVID-19 pandemic,
finance teams will be called
upon to navigate a sustainable path
forward. Faced with gloomy economic
forecasts and a raft of business closures
across sectors, many organisations will
have to do more with less and deliver value
with tighter operational structures.
To achieve this, organisations will have
to look more closely at what they are, whom
they serve, and what their real purpose is
(see the sidebar, “Pausing to Refocus”).
According to Jonathan Marks, senior
lecturer of innovation at the Gordon
Institute of Business Science at the
University of Pretoria in South Africa, this
pressure to become leaner is a chance for
finance professionals to reassess and
re-engage with the core of an
organisation’s mission.
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He highlighted the example of
short-term home rental company Airbnb
and how the prolonged pause on global
travel forced the US company to return to
its core mission of fostering human
connection by enabling “everyday people”
to become hosts.
“This crisis has sharpened our focus to
get back to our roots, back to the basics,
back to what is truly special about Airbnb
— everyday people who host their homes
and offer experiences,” explained Brian
Chesky, Airbnb chief executive, in a May
2020 note to Airbnb employees.
To support this new focus, the company
created a “sustainable cost model” and will
reduce investment in activities that “do
not directly support the core of our host
community”. For example, investment in
Airbnb Transportation and Airbnb Studios
will be paused, and teams will be reduced
in size based on how well they map to
where Airbnb is headed, Chesky wrote.

Although it takes work and requires
resources to follow such an example,
choosing to ignore your organisation’s
purpose during these fraught times can be
a risky gambit. Without a clear purpose, it
can be harder to navigate out of the various
crises facing business right now;
meanwhile, employees may be less
engaged with the organisation, and
stakeholders may lose confidence in the
organisation’s direction.
“This crisis has provided finance
leaders with a unique opportunity to
understand where the real value lies
within organisations, and to test out new
models or service lines in the very
controlled environment of national
lockdowns,” said Zayne Nabbee, ACMA,
CGMA, group finance manager at Creative
CFO, a consultancy based in Cape Town,
South Africa. “It’s an important time to
return to your organisational ‘why’ and
look at new ways of fulfilling it.”
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4 key steps

Clarify the ‘why’

For leaders and finance teams, the process
of embracing a sharper organisational focus
should be carefully structured.
“Having a clear and well-documented
purpose will increase the speed and
efficiency at which an organisation
transforms and innovates, even in times of
crisis,” said Nadine McLean, director of
South Africa-based LIV Consulting.
McLean highlighted four practical steps
to rediscovering and strengthening your
“why”:

Armed with these new insights, refine
them into a sentence that captures your
organisational purpose. Once the sentence
has been written, continue to ask “Why?”
until the root purpose becomes very clear.
According to McLean, this sentence should
clearly illustrate why the organisation
exists and the role it plays in its sector.

Document the journey
The organisation’s full journey and
evolution must be recorded, from inception
to present.
“Leaders should consider some of the
most memorable events and achievements,
which will highlight how they have
historically strived towards a certain
purpose,” McLean said. Such achievements
could include a joint venture with a
strategic partner or a community project.
The resulting document should be
professionally designed and presented, and
available for all stakeholders to view,
McLean said. It can be displayed on the
organisation’s website, for instance, or in a
digital presentation that is distributed both
internally and externally.

Define the impact
The next step is to engage with all
stakeholders — clients, employees,
suppliers, shareholders, investors, and
communities — in order to understand
their needs and gain insight into how they
benefit from what the organisation does.
It is critical that everyone feels included
in the process and is given a voice as the
core purpose is being refreshed or
redefined. Led by an internal champion or
project manager, this step should involve
fieldwork in key communities, roundtable
discussions, and the distribution of surveys
and questionnaires to gather feedback.
The internal champion can appoint
different leaders within the organisation to
approach relevant stakeholders; for
example, the head of human capital would
engage with employees, while a member of
the executive committee would approach
existing investors and board members.
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Create strong alignment
Finally, ensure that all stakeholders gain
clarity around the purpose and understand
what the organisation is working towards.
By drawing on the documented learnings
and insights gained in the first two steps,

this understanding can be cultivated
through workshops and webinars, as well
as regular communication in the form of
newsletters and emails to stakeholders
that reinforce and illustrate the
organisational purpose.

All on the same page
The last of the four steps in re-establishing
an organisation’s focus also marks the
beginning of the pursuit of the redefined
goals. Aligning governance structures,
performance management indicators, and
financial activities is a vital stage in the
process. This sentiment is supported by
2018 research from EY, which published

Pausing to refocus
Jonathan Marks, senior lecturer of innovation at the Gordon Institute of Business
Science at the University of Pretoria in South Africa, outlined three initial steps to
take when beginning the search for an organisational purpose amid the pandemic:

Retreat

The first phase is an important time to take defensive measures and protect the
organisation. During this period, finance teams have to focus on managing costs,
following up with debtors, and reducing manufacturing capacities where relevant.
“This is a period of retreating so that you can advance later, thereby ensuring
that there is actually an entity to return to after the pandemic,” Marks said. “Some
organisations might be involved in this over a longer period or might be tactically
retreating and advancing as the realities of the post-COVID-19 economy manifest.”
In general, the retreat phase should be limited to three to five months (depending
on cash flow), after which the company should be looking to resume key activities
and begin exploring new strategies.

Renew

This is a period of consolidation and returning to some form of what the business
or organisation may have been prior to the pandemic. Over a period of roughly six
months, small to midsize companies in particular should shorten their planning
horizons and plan for 30 days ahead in order to remain responsive and agile
during the renew phase.
“Businesses should be cautiously spending again in this phase, employing
staff, and maybe even looking at small expansions,” Marks said. “This could be a
great time to revisit the nature of global supply chains and their vulnerabilities
— for example, focusing on what we have around us and supporting more local,
circular economies.”

Refresh

This stage is about completely revisiting your business or organisational model
and considering how your industry or sector has changed and how you can change
with it.
“This is the most exciting stage, and it has the potential to really catapult an
organisation into a new dimension,” Marks said. “A real return to one’s ‘why’
would help to rebuild and refresh the business and the business model around
something conscious and sustainable.” During this critical refresh stage, which
could take three to six months, finance teams should work with leaders to
question and redefine the organisational purpose.

insights from a survey of almost 1,500
business leaders in which 73% stated that
having “a well-integrated purpose will
help their company navigate disruption”.
In the survey, leaders identified
specific ways in which embedding the
pursuit of purpose creates long-term
value: building greater customer loyalty,
preserving brand value and reputation,
attracting and retaining top talent, and
developing innovative new products and
services.
“If stakeholders are aligned to the
purpose, they will all work in the same
direction, and there will be continuous
progress and, ultimately, sustainability in
times of great disruption,” McLean said.
According to Monica Dimitracopoulos,
global long-term value leader at EY,
leaders need to anchor the overarching
business strategy to an authentic purpose
so that it informs key decisions both
internally and externally.
“Our purpose at EY, ‘building a better
working world’, sets out why we exist as
an organisation and provides meaning to
the work we do every day. In order to build
a shared understanding of our purpose,
we have taken steps to ensure it is central
to how we develop our people, serve our
clients, and contribute to society as a
whole,” Dimitracopoulos said.
Your talent strategy should focus on
creating clear linkages between individual
and organisational purpose from day one.
Purpose should be embedded across an
employee’s professional journey from
new recruit through to senior leadership.
This can be achieved by creating a set of
experiences, such as training programmes
and workshops, that allow people to
engage with the topic of purpose in
tangible and meaningful ways at each
stage in their careers.
It is also important to recognise and
reward employees and leaders who are
working in close alignment with your
organisation’s purpose.
“Showcase and elevate examples of
purpose in action, and share these
successes with your employees and
customers in a consistent way,”
Dimitracopoulos said. “In doing so, you
are signalling what matters and what is
valued in your organisation.”

Data-driven innovation
Once an organisation’s purpose has been
strategically integrated, finance teams can
turn to the data they have in hand to find
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Purpose should be embedded
across an employee’s
professional journey from new
recruit through to senior leadership.
efficient and innovative ways of fulfilling
the core mission within the new
economic reality.
“It is critical at this point to have
accurate and up-to-date financial data, as
this will allow skilled teams to run
different models and provide forecasts to
guide small-scale experimentation,”
Nabbee said.
For retailers, for example, financial
modelling can provide insight into how a
new delivery model might work — and
what resources would need to be shifted
around or acquired to support it.
Nabbee pointed to the example of The
Creamery, a producer and seller of
handmade ice cream in Cape Town, which
had to find sustainable ways of fulfilling
its purpose — getting fresh ice cream into
the hands of customers — when lockdown
forced the temporary closure of its cafés
and retail outlets.
Along with Creative CFO, The
Creamery’s team, led by founder Kate
Schrire, explored the financial
implications of developing prepackaged
products to diversify their revenue streams
in both the short and long term.
Within this experimental phase, solid
financial data can be harnessed to provide
both the signposts for growth and the red
flags that indicate where the risks are too
high.
For instance, when investigating its
prepackaged ice cream model, The
Creamery’s team leveraged financial
forecasting to explore whether it should
partner with an existing delivery business
or invest in its own home-delivery
infrastructure.
“The pivot, with both a short-term and
long-term financial strategy in mind,
forced us to innovate around a new range
of products,” Schrire said. “This new focus
aligned with and underscored our core
purpose, which is to provide a fresh and
handmade product to customers, and a
joyful experience in their day.”

Adapting post-COVID
Vukani Mngxati, chief executive at
Accenture, Africa, also stressed the
importance of aligning organisational
purpose with the difficult realities that
many customers and stakeholders are
facing.
“When rethinking purpose in the
context of the COVID-19 crisis, we have
urged organisations to adopt an
empathetic approach and to focus on the
customer experience at every level,” he
said. “This requires you to firstly
understand how your customers have
changed, and pull together existing data
sources and those of partners to
understand new behaviours and trends in
the post-crisis economy.”
Arguably, the anticipated postCOVID-19 economic difficulties will
reinforce the need to embrace an
empathetic and multi-stakeholder
approach to decision-making. For
organisations forced to adjust by recent
tribulations, planning for longer-term
success beyond just survival could turn a
crisis into an opportunity.
“This is the beginning of a new era of
business,” Mngxati said. “The rules have
changed, and employee and customer
behaviours have changed as well. This
creates new opportunities for
organisations with the courage and
foresight to change more than immediate
needs demand. Those that can reinvent
themselves, and do so in ways that further
their authentic purpose, will thrive in this
new era.” ■

Jessica Hubbard is a freelance writer
based in the UK. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Drew Adamek,
an FM magazine senior editor, at
Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.
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Delivering
results
through
business
partnering
in the public
utilities
sector
How management accountants
can make strategic contributions
in highly technical environments.
By Stephen Fernando, FCMA, CGMA

M

anagement accountants can
make strategic
contributions across
businesses in a variety of
ways by using their
expertise in data and analytics.
The business services team I led at
Mackay Water & Waste (MWW) at Mackay
Regional Council in Queensland, Australia,
is one practical example of how that can
work.
MWW supplies water, sewage
treatment, and garbage services for the
residents of Mackay, the area at the
southern end of the Great Barrier Reef,
about 1,000 kilometres north of Brisbane,
the state capital of Queensland. MWW is a
commercialised business unit of Mackay
Regional Council, operating at arm’s length
from the council’s noncommercial
activities, with separate financial records
such as the P&L and balance sheet. It is
expected to generate a return on the
investment in the business.
There are no regulatory limits imposed
on pricing (community pressure on
elected members generally plays that role),
but there is an obligation for the services to
be provided to all properties within
declared service areas.

The challenge
As MWW is owned by the local
government, there are no shareholders, so
future capital requirements (asset
renewals as well as asset expansions to
meet increasing demand) have to be
financed through fees (known as “tariffs”)
paid by customers. These fees charged to
consumers include a component to cover
estimated future capital investments,
including any loan repayments (see the
sidebar, “Water and Sewage Service
Charges”).
Increasing water consumption,
whether driven by increasing per capita
consumption or increasing population
(usually both), drives up the requirement
for future capital investments, which in
turn drives up water charges.
When I arrived at the council in 2010,
the water and sewage charges in Mackay
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

were some of the highest in Queensland.
In addition, the long-term financial
forecast projected its charges growing at
annual rates of between 6% and 7%, about
twice the rate of consumer inflation.
The world was two years post the global
financial crisis, and it would be another
two years before a downturn was felt in the
Mackay region. However, despite the
strong local economic conditions,
maintaining consistent growth in water
service charges over the longer term at
double the consumer price index (CPI) was
just not practical.

Solution
A series of projects to address the
considerable service charge challenge
focused on two areas:
y The internal capital decision-making
processes and the role and culture of
risk in that process; and
y An external demand management
programme targeting the reduction of
per capita consumption by 10%.
An initial assessment of comparative
numbers did not indicate that MWW’s
operating costs were out of order. Working
with the then-COO, the task was to figure
out the underlying root causes of not just
the already high water service charges, but
also why they needed to continue to
increase at high rates to maintain the
sustainability of the business.
Our analysis found that recent and

projected capital expenditure was a much
more significant contributor to service
charge growth than operational costs. The
central Queensland region experienced
relatively high population growth from
around 2007 to around 2011, on the back of
a mining and mining services boom.
Population growth rates that historically
were somewhat below the national average
suddenly shot up to around twice the
national average. Much of the required
capital expenditure was to ensure that the
infrastructure kept up with the demands
placed on it by these high growth rates.
The long-term financial forecast projected
that high population growth rates would
be sustained over a 10- to 15-year period.

Re-imagining the capital
decision-making process
By delivering prudent allocation of
capital, management accountants can
provide strategic support across the
entire organisation. At MWW, the
management team, working with the
COO, drew up a plan of action to review
the entire capital decision-making
process. Local government bodies are by
nature extremely risk averse. This was
reflected in most of the capital
decisions, with a general attitude of
build as big as possible and renew or
replace as early as possible. Capital
decisions were primarily driven by
technical considerations by staff in

Decision drivers and solutions hierarchy
For each project decision driver, there were five solution options that had to be
considered.
Decision drivers

Solutions hierarchy

Ensure workplace health and safety

Do nothing (accept risk)

Maintain water quality

Change standard/target

Sustain environmental standards

Nonasset, noncapital solution

Deliver on customer service standards

Staged capital solution

Protect reputation

Capital-intensive solution

Generate economic returns
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technical disciplines. The time value of
money was not being considered at all.
Multiple concurrent initiatives were
considered and implemented to address
the many issues. One early programme
that relied on management accounting
skills was to identify data gaps that
inhibited a fact-based decision-making
process. Measures were put in place to
also bring the data that was being
collected into a central, structured
database to improve its availability and
accessibility.
A capital decision-making framework
was established to standardise the
decision-making processes across asset
classes. A basic business case was
required for all capital projects.
Identifying the drivers for the decisions
(the problem to be solved) and
establishing the existence of the problem
based on data was made mandatory, as
was identifying multiple options as
solutions, with “Do Nothing” (ie, bear or
live with the risk created by the problem)
always being one option. The financial
costs and benefits of each option were
calculated, and the concept of adjusting

numbers to account for the time value of
money was introduced to ensure a proper
comparison of options. (To see how the
hierarchy of solutions was incorporated
into the standardised decision-making
process, see the table “Decision Drivers
and Solutions Hierarchy”.)
The decision-making process was
further embedded into an enterprise
project management framework that went
beyond the decision-making phase into
managing the procurement and/or
construction phases to ensure capital
projects were delivered on time and within
budget. The capital delivery rate (value of
capital projects delivered during the year
compared to that planned at the start of
the year) was improved over several years
from around 50% to 85%.

Re-engineering field operations
A significant piece of work, to improve the
network asset failure information required
for better capital decision-making, was to
establish a centralised schedule and
dispatch (S&D) centre that managed all
assignment of work to field crews. Despite
being substantially an operational role,

this process was led by the business
services unit, using administrative rather
than technical staff. The administrative
staff were more adept at using the systems
to manage data and more trainable on the
new processes due to lack of
pre-conceptions.
The CRM (customer relationship
management) system was reconfigured
and customer service officers retrained to
ensure a systematic and consistent capture
of customer request data, which was fed
through to the S&D centre. It was classified
in more detail before being dispatched as
tasks to field crews. Field crews were also
trained to capture a range of information
on work carried out, asset condition,
timeframes, and customer impacts to be
fed back into the S&D centre for closing
the tasks.
Geolocation data from vehicle GPS
systems was made available to S&D centre
staff so that they could assign tasks to
minimise travel between them (the
council area is more than 7,500 square
kilometres). The process also largely
eliminated the need for crews to come
back to the depot between jobs.

Residential water price path comparison
Based on 230kl per property; Tier 1: 80%; Tier 2: 20%.

1,500

Years
Actual price
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Increasing demand for water
High disposable incomes, a subtropical
climate with hot and dry summers,
residential properties dominated by larger
suburban blocks, and an affinity for
backyard swimming pools all increased
per capita demand, compounding the
effects of population growth.
As a result of increased demand, it was
estimated in 2010 that the treatment
capacity of the only water treatment plant
servicing the Mackay City area would need
augmentation by 2020. Due to the age and
the location of the existing plant, the only
viable option was to build a new greenfield
plant at a different location. Once all
ancillary infrastructure was factored in,
the initial estimates of the proposed plant
came in at a price tag of around AUD 100
million — the single largest item by far in
the long-term financial forecast’s capital
programme.
A scenario analysis indicated that when
coupled with the lowering population
growth that followed from 2012 and the end
of the mining boom, a 10% reduction in
residential per capita water consumption
would enable the deferment of the new
water treatment plant by around five years.
At a 5% cost of funds, savings in that alone
would amount to around AUD 25 million
over the deferment period. This definitely
indicated the need to explore potential
non-asset-based and non-capital-based
options, with a view to deferring the
treatment plant by at least five years.

By delivering prudent allocation of
capital, management accountants
can provide strategic support
across the entire organisation.
A demand management programme,
project-managed by the business services
division, was designed, with a view
towards extending the population that
could be served by the treatment plant.
Due to the region’s seasonal demand
pattern, the focus of the programme was
not to curtail demand year-round but
rather to reduce the demand during the
peak dry season. It consisted of two key
elements:
y A social marketing programme aimed
at initially making the population
aware of the issue and then moving to
an action plan that would eventually
cause permanent behavioural change.
y Implementing a smart metering
programme that would generate
near real-time detailed consumption
pattern insights on individual
customers so that highly customised
messaging could be delivered to
micro segments of the population.
Both the social marketing campaign

Water and sewage service charges
Water and sewage service charges are fees charged for the delivery of the utility
services. They cover three elements:
y Ongoing operational expenses, both fixed and variable, for delivery of
services and maintenance of assets.
y Estimated future capital costs, usually calculated on an annuity basis.
y As the utilities are required to generate a reasonable return on assets,
that is also built into the pricing.
The most common pricing structure for water services is a two-part service
charge:
y The first part consists of a fixed periodic (usually per annum) fee. This
is usually known as the access fee; ie, the fee to access the services,
whether or not any water is used.
y The second part consists of a variable fee based on consumption as
measured by the water meter installed on the connection point. This
charge is usually expressed as a rate per kilolitre of water consumed.
The variable fee may be in multiple tiers, with the rate per kilolitre
increasing with every tier.
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and the smart metering programme were
project-managed by the business services
division.

Delivering results
The multiple initiatives, over four to five
years, delivered significant triple-bottomline (environmental, financial, and social)
benefits that included:
y Over a 15% reduction in daily per
capita consumption from around 240
litres per person per day to 200.
y A 30% reduction in the ten-year
capital programme. This included
the deferment of the new water
treatment plant from the financial
year 2020/2021 initially to 2023/2024,
and thereafter to 2028/2029.
y A significantly lower service charge
price path, including two years of
no service charge increases, that
delivered an estimated ten-year value
to the community of around AUD 300
million.
The forward price path for water
continued to be lowered over several years
after the initial success (see the graphic
“Residential Water Price Path
Comparison”). Similar price path
improvements were also delivered for
sewage and garbage services. The water
projects’ success was recognised with the
Operations and Management Innovation
Award by the International Water
Association in 2016. ■

Stephen Fernando, FCMA, CGMA, is
CFO at Whitsunday Regional Council
and was previously manager, business
services, at Mackay Water & Waste at
Mackay Regional Council. Both council
areas are in Queensland, Australia. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact
Oliver Rowe, an FM magazine senior
editor, at Oliver.Rowe@aicpa-cima.com.
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Common internal
control lapses
made worse by
manipulation
This example shows
how employee fraud
was committed and how
stronger internal controls
could have prevented it.
By Cecilia Locati, FCMA, CGMA

F

raudulent billing schemes
perpetrated through
sophisticated social
manipulation can fool anyone.
An invoice that appears
legitimate, a fund-transfer email
supposedly from a manager, a trusted staff
member recommending a fake vendor
— all are examples of fraud that happens
regularly and can be costly.
The following case study shows how a
billing scheme was perpetrated for over a
year by an employee and led the company
to lose $250,000. The names and some
company details have been changed.

A billing scheme at PharmaCo
Dorinne started defrauding PharmaCo
shortly after Jack took over as CEO. Jack
planned to expand the company
aggressively through organic growth and
mergers and acquisitions (M&A).
Dorinne was the head of the legal
department and supported the CEO in the
M&A process. She portrayed herself as a
successful and trusted employee to the
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

CEO. The CEO publicly recognised Dorinne
for her pivotal role in the M&A success, but
she was not awarded a higher salary or
bonus.
Jen, the CEO’s assistant, was not
surprised when Dorinne secretively told
her that Jack requested Dorinne to engage
the law firm LawCo to perform early due
diligence assessments on potential
acquisition targets in Asia Pacific (APAC).
Dorinne also explained to Jen that the
reason behind the CEO’s imminent travel
to APAC was a preliminary talk with a
potential target. In reality, Dorinne
overheard Jack’s travel plans and decided
to use the information to her advantage.
The story was credible to Jen, and
Dorinne recommended she not tell anyone
and avoid talking about it even with Jack
himself, as he supposedly wanted the
M&A plans kept confidential.
Jen was very reserved and aware that
part of her job was not to divulge any
confidential information. Furthermore,
Jen knew very well that Jack disliked what
he called the “bureaucratic task” of
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approving invoices, as he shared system
access with her and explicitly told her that
her job was to “sort this out” for him — all
good reasons not to talk with Jack about
the topic.
Dorinne, together with an accomplice,
set up a bogus law firm and submitted all
the required documentation (eg, bank
account confirmation, company
registration) to the master data team in
charge of setting up new vendors. No
questions were asked, and the bogus
vendor was successfully set up in the
company’s system.
Dorinne then asked an assistant on the
legal team to set up a purchase order (PO)
in the system for just below $50,000 for
“legal consultancy in APAC”. The assistant
should have asked for supporting
documentation, such as a contract, but
most employees often skipped this step.
Then Jen approved the PO, as all POs for
M&A costs required the CEO’s approval, in
line with the company process.
Finally, Dorinne submitted a false
invoice, which was booked against the PO
and approved by Jen. The invoice was paid
with no questions asked, as, on paper, it
was approved and processed in full
compliance with the internal process.
The fraudulent expense went
unnoticed, as the M&A expense account
was usually not scrutinised by the
financial planning and analysis (FP&A)
team due to the “sensitivity” of the
expenses booked and the fact that the team
knew that the CEO approved these
expenses.
A few months later, Dorinne repeated
the scheme using a supposed M&A target in
West Africa for $97,000, and then another
one in Eastern Europe for $103,000.
During the annual audit, PharmaCo’s
external auditors selected this last invoice
as part of their audit sample. They
questioned the nature of the invoice with

Resources
Articles
“5 Strategies for Investing in
Anti-Fraud Efforts”, FM magazine, 7
September 2020, tinyurl.com/yy93wt5p
“Vendor Fraud”, AICPA Forensic and
Valuation Services’ FVS Eye on Fraud
newsletter, Spring 2017,
tinyurl.com/y29w6dph
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the CFO, who then checked with the CEO.
This is when the fraud became apparent.
When confronted, Dorinne confessed
the wrongdoing. She told the investigators
that, while she knew other executives had
been rewarded financially for the M&A
success, she had not been. She rationalised
the fraud by believing she deserved a
similar increase in compensation.

How could PharmaCo have
prevented the billing fraud?
On paper, PharmaCo’s purchase-to-pay
process included several key controls
(such as obtaining vendor bank
documentation, segregation of duties
between the PO creator and the PO
approver, and invoice approval). However,
several employees failed to understand the
rationale for having such internal controls
in place. This led to the control overrides
that made the fraud possible.
Conduct regular, substantive
vendor checks
Neither the vendor master data team nor
Jen searched for information on the
vendor. They relied entirely on the
documents submitted by Dorinne and
little more than a pro forma check. A
simple online search would have raised a
red flag, as the bogus law firm had no
online presence.
Make supporting documents one
condition for creating POs
Dorinne was able to request the creation of
a PO without submitting any documents,
because this was a common practice
amongst PharmaCo’s employees. They
failed to understand the importance of
verifying the existence of a contractual
agreement before creating POs in the
system. They did not see the potential
consequences of the control override,
which was made possible by the creation
of a PO upon another employee’s request.
Question the legitimacy of all expenses
Jen was known in the company for
questioning invoices and costs booked in
the CEO’s cost centres. This time, as she
related once the fraud was uncovered, she
did not check the validity of the expense
with anyone other than Dorinne. Jen felt
that, given Dorinne’s position and the trust
the CEO was supposedly giving her, it was
acceptable not to question the expense.
The objective of social manipulation is
to lead the victim into thinking that the

request is legitimate and, therefore, OK to
execute. It is essential to make everyone in
the organisation aware of common social
manipulation tactics that make bogus
requests appear legitimate.
Make sure executives understand the
importance of internal controls
The CEO’s practice of sharing his system
access with his assistant so that she could
approve invoices instead of him might
seem practical. However, from an internal
control perspective, it makes the approval
process weaker.
Internal controls are in place to protect
the company and company management,
and disregarding them as “bureaucratic”
instead of understanding their added value
makes both more vulnerable. Because of
his knowledge and position, the CEO
would have been more likely to question
the invoice and thus prevent the fraud. In
theory, Jen could have challenged the
expense and the vendor, but because of
Dorinne’s clever social manipulation, she
never questioned it.
Implement questioning of costs into
FP&A’s role
The FP&A function was ineffective in
reviewing the expenses related to the M&A
legal costs, as the invoices booked for M&A
legal fees significantly exceeded their
budget allocation. However, FP&A was
unwilling to question such invoices
because they had already been approved
by the CEO. This dynamic is a typical result
of authority bias, which is the tendency to
attribute higher weight and accuracy to the
opinion of an authoritative figure. This
bias leads to an unwillingness to question
the authority’s decisions. The best thing
that leaders can do to prevent this dynamic
is to show that they are OK being
challenged. This attitude tends to create an
environment where decisions are
discussed openly, regardless of whether
they are taken by an authority or someone
else in the company. ■

Cecilia Locati, FCMA, CGMA, is the
founder of Internal Control Toolbox and
vice-president of risk, compliance, and
internal audit for RHI Magnesita. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact Neil
Amato, an FM magazine senior editor,
at Neil.Amato@aicpa-cima.com.
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ETHICS

I

Empowering
a culture of
speaking up

n the aftermath of every corporate
scandal, the question is asked:
“Why did they let it go this far?”
Whether it’s an ongoing fraud, a
personal data leak, or a modern
slavery scandal in the supply chain,
it is often suggested that the
organisation should have been
aware of the issue earlier and put a
stop to it.
When it comes to finding
problems, organisations have a great
resource: their employees. The
people working in the organisation
every day are well placed to spot
when something changes or seems
out of the ordinary.
It is in an organisation’s interests
that employees raise concerns before
a problem grows out of control,
explained London-based Paul
Hockley, group ethics and compliance officer at Mott
MacDonald, an engineering, management, and
development consultancy. “If people raise concerns
early, the business can nip them in the bud, so you’re
not left looking back and thinking, ‘How did this
happen?’,” he said.
Management accountants are key to the frontline
defence against many types of wrongdoing. “They are
privy to data, information, and analysis far beyond
many other roles and have a duty of care to advise
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Creating effective channels
of communication can help
catch ethical concerns
before they become
bigger problems.
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By
Bryony Clear Hill

management beyond pure financial
data,” said Steven Swientozielskyj,
FCMA, CGMA, the CEO and president
of Business Partnering Global Ltd.
based in Manchester in the UK.
Here are some key ways in which
finance leaders and management
accountants can ensure that issues
are caught before they grow into a
major risk:

Speaking up is a culture

The act of raising concerns about
something occurring in the business
is commonly known as “speaking
up”. In many organisations, this may
be formalised as a “speak up”
process, whereby there are official
channels for raising concerns such
as a clear chain of escalation and a
third-party hotline for raising
concerns anonymously.
A common point of confusion when it comes to
speaking up is conflating it with whistle-blowing, a
process which can have negative connotations for
some and can put people off raising concerns.
“Whistle-blowing is the legalistic approach,” said
Hockley, who explained that whistle-blowers are
protected by law in most jurisdictions and there is
often a very clear legal definition of what constitutes
whistle-blowing.

There may be instances in which finance
professionals need to formally blow the whistle —
for example, if they have suspicions of money
laundering or terrorist financing. However, in many
cases a concern may not need to be raised externally,
and instead an internal investigation may be the
more appropriate course of action.
This is where speaking up comes in. “The aim is
to empower your employees, business partners,
suppliers, and third parties to raise concerns about
your business through whatever means they can,
whether it’s a formal reporting hotline or just a
conversation with their manager,” Hockley said.
Swientozielskyj notes that some sectors and
organisations have been able to separate the idea of
raising concerns internally from formal whistleblowing. “The concept has been moved from
negative ‘whistle-blowing’ to positive and
constructive engagement across multiple
stakeholders,” he said.

Leaders must build trust
Given the level of visibility of sensitive information
that finance professionals are likely to have, they are
particularly important to the defence of an
organisation from wrongdoing. Finance leaders,
therefore, must make it clear to their teams that they
want concerns to be raised early. And key to this is
ensuring that people trust the process and believe
that they will be listened to when raising concerns.
“As a leader, the key is to create your own brand
that includes being helpful, positive, trustworthy,
and honest,” Swientozielskyj said. “Then it is critical
to use emotional intelligence to focus on ‘how and
why’ something is occurring and not just focus on
the ‘what’.”
Normalising conversations about ethical issues
can help people to open up should they see
something that concerns them. One way of doing
this is through creating “ethics moments” in team
meetings, where teams discuss how they would
handle a particular dilemma. Or it might be through
leaders explicitly telling their employees that they
are always willing to listen to someone’s concerns.
Hockley raised the importance of recognising
those who do report concerns. “People need to
believe that something will be done as a result of
them raising a legitimate concern. Telling stories
about positive changes which have resulted from
someone speaking up builds trust in the process,” he
said.

No report does not mean no problems
If an organisation has had no or few cases of
individuals raising concerns, leadership may take
this as a sign that there are no issues in the
organisation. However, they may be lulled into a
false sense of security.
“Having no cases might be good, but it might be
that there’s a lack of trust in management, a lack of
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

‘If people raise
concerns early,
the business
can nip them in
the bud, so
you’re not left
looking back
and thinking,
“How did this
happen?”’
Paul Hockley,
group ethics and
compliance officer at
Mott MacDonald in
London

understanding or knowledge of how to raise
concerns,” Hockley said. “On the other hand, having
a lot of cases may indicate that you have a good
speak-up process — there is confidence in the
process. But the negative is that you have a lot of
issues being raised.”
Whilst it can be useful to benchmark against
other organisations, it is important to look beyond
the numbers when it comes to understanding issues
across the business. Instead, organisations should
focus on ensuring that people are aware of and
confident in the process for speaking up and should
look at whether there are patterns of issues being
raised. If one business unit or department has
multiple reports of fraud, this may indicate a wider
issue which needs to be tackled. If another area of
the business has no concerns being raised at all,
there may need to be a campaign to increase
awareness of how to speak up.
By ensuring that all colleagues and key
stakeholders understand the process and are aware
of the importance of raising concerns early,
organisations can avoid the damage — reputational,
financial, and legal — which comes from an issue
which should have been caught earlier if only
someone had spoken up. n

Bryony Clear Hill is the associate manager–Ethics
Awareness, Management Accounting at the
Association of International Certified Professional
Accountants. To comment on this article or to
suggest an idea for another article, contact
Drew Adamek, an FM magazine senior editor,
at Andrew.Adamek@aicpa-cima.com.

Resources
Articles
“Identifying Ethical Dilemmas in the Workplace”,
FM magazine, 31 March 2020,
tinyurl.com/y2nnwbdg
Podcast episode
“How to Encourage Ethical Corporate
Behaviour”, FM magazine, 12 February 2020,
tinyurl.com/wuxr65a
Website
CIMA Global ethics resources,
“Speaking Up”,
tinyurl.com/y43scmns
Ethics decision tool
CIMA Ethics checklist,
tinyurl.com/y3zuwspg
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The Kapitan Khlebnikov
Russian icebreaker in
the Preobrazheniya Bay
in July 2019.

Sea
change:

How the Northern Sea
Route could affect
global supply chains
Russia wants to open up an Arctic
shipping lane to the world’s
businesses, but it may take years to
literally break the ice.
By Lou Carlozo
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W

hile the frozen waters of the Arctic and the
sun-baked Suez Canal sit half a world
apart, an expanded trade route through
the Arctic created by a major icebreaking
effort could have a huge impact on the
Suez Canal — and on supply chains worldwide as a result.
Russia’s stated intention to increase traffic along the
5,500-kilometre (3,400-mile) Northern Sea Route (NSR) was
announced in an expansive plan on 30 December 2019. If
realised, the plan would open up a sea route that remains
impassable for much of the year because of heavy ice
blockage. It directly reflects Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s target of annual cargo volumes passing through the
Arctic reaching 80 million tons by 2024, a sharp increase
over present levels, according to The Maritime Executive
magazine. Citing figures from the Northern Sea Route
Administration, the magazine stated that 31.5 million tons
of goods were shipped via the passage in 2019.

‘Fully opening the NSR may play a
significant role in reshaping the
world trade map, as well as affect the
economics of many countries.’
Sameh A. Rassoul, CPA, CGMA, chief internal auditor at National Navigation Company
Finance professionals at global
business suppliers and other companies
should prepare for unprecedented
opportunities. “Fully opening the NSR may
play a significant role in reshaping the
world trade map, as well as affect the
economics of many countries,” said Sameh
A. Rassoul, CPA, CGMA, chief internal
auditor at National Navigation Company, a
major Middle East ship owner
headquartered in Cairo.
“I think there’s a chance for this route to
be an important trade artery that links Asia
and Europe, especially if it proves its
feasibility in saving time and cost
compared to the other paths,” Rassoul said.
That would mean strong potential for
better logistics performance, an
opportunity that businesses will want to
seize on if the route reaches the full

potential Russia envisions.
Citing research by the Netherlands’
Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis,
Rassoul said that two-thirds of the
world trade that passes through the
Suez Canal, which is 8% of the global
trade, will be rerouted to the NSR.
The economic potential of the route
was realised as early as the 16th century,
and, even then, a Russian was involved.
The Venetian explorer Sebastian Cabot,
along with a Moscow diplomat, proposed
to use it as a passage to China. The British
and Dutch looked into the route at roughly
the same time, sensing its potential
advantages in trade, but severe conditions
and lack of technology intervened. Much
later, the Soviet Union used it for moving
goods in the 1930s, and in World War II,
hundreds of vessels transported 4 million

tons of cargo via the route.
Today, bypassing the Suez Canal
reduces shipping distances from East Asia
to western markets by close to 40%, from
roughly 23,000 to 14,000 kilometres
(14,300 to 8,700 miles). “It would thus
decrease shipping lead times by 10 to 32%,”
said Andrey Vinogradov, associate
professor and deputy head of the
operations management and logistics
department at Moscow’s National
Research University Higher School of
Economics’ Graduate School of Business.
Finance leaders who oversee supply
chains should get to know the NSR and
“get ready for some key investment
opportunities in many categories”, Rassoul
said. “The readiness of this route for
navigation means a lot of subsidy projects
will rise up, [along with] some significant
labour displacement between sectors.” For
example, any trade that links northeast
Asia and northwestern Europe “is expected
to see substantial reduction in
transportation costs, which affects freight
rates and definitely supply chains”.
Yet this far-north commercial passage
involves significant logistical challenges.
The route is free of ice only two months a
year. “It’s still the frozen Arctic,” said Tony
Munoz, The Maritime Executive’s president
and editor in chief. “Weather conditions

Arctic Passage

Suez Canal

Suez Passage
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are extreme, and vessels require a costly
icebreaker escort for the majority of the
year.”
Therein lies a problem. Russia’s
Arctic-ready icebreaking fleet consists of
only four vessels, Vinogradov said. To
reach Putin’s tonnage goal, he said, “the
fleet should be expanded up to 35 to 55
vessels, according to different industry
experts”. At least 40 new vessels are
included in Russia’s plans, according to
The Maritime Executive, and the need for
many more icebreakers itself “creates new
opportunities for international producers
and their suppliers”.
Icebreakers clear paths by pushing
straight into frozen-over water, their bows
rounded to help the vessel ride over ice
and break it using its weight. The ships are
expensive — on the high end their price
tag can surpass $1 billion each — in large
part because they are massive and
specialised. The US Coast Guard’s Polar
Star, for example, is 122 metres (400 feet)
long, can sail for 16,000 nautical miles at
18 knots, and carries two helicopters. It
even has its own post office.
Vinogradov said that because of the ice,
the current path ships can use through the
NSR is only 40–75 metres (44–82 yards)
wide, which limits cargo capacities to
FM-MAGAZINE.COM

approximately 5,000 20-foot containers.
This restriction on cargo sizes “diminishes
the economy of scale and leads to an
increase in cost per container by 25%”, he
said.
However, climate change could work in
the route’s favour. The New York Times
reported in 2017 that a Russian tanker had
traversed the NSR without icebreakers,
while the Bureau for Economic Policy
Analysis in the Netherlands has projected
that the passage could be ice-free by 2030.
Yet, where some see opportunity, others
point to a negative environmental impact.
Carriers MSC, CMA CGM, Maersk, and
Hapag-Lloyd have said they will not use
the NSR, arguing that it’s not worth the risk
of damaging vulnerable Arctic ecosystems.
Expanded use of the NSR could
eventually be a boon for Russian suppliers.
“Russian energy and natural resource
projects that rely heavily on this route may
be of some interest to investors,” Munoz
said. But with a melted passage and new
icebreakers still some way off, he
contended that European and Asian
supply chains will feel little to no impact
in terms of reduced traffic: “Until global
warming frees up the route, it will
probably be a niche option.”
Meanwhile, it is important for supply

chain-conscious companies to compare
shipping costs if they have the option of
choosing a route. “To estimate the
economic effect of using the NSR, finance
professionals should take into
consideration the fee of icebreaking
services,” said Anastasia Ivanova, an
associate professor in Vinogradov’s
department. Those icebreaking fees vary
from $15 to $18.40 per ton of the nominal
deadweight of an icebreaker, depending on
the season. “These numbers should be
compared to the Suez Canal [passage price]
fees of $8 to $12 per ton of the nominal
vessel’s deadweight.”
Hurdles still exist in terms of capacity,
cost, and clearing a path through the
frozen expanse. But if Russia has its way,
all of these will be overcome in time —
thanks to a nearly $12 billion investment
— and “the NSR could create great
[openings] for international trade”,
Ivanova said. ■
Lou Carlozo is a freelance journalist
based in the US. To comment on this
article or to suggest an idea for
another article, contact Chris Baysden,
an FM magazine associate director, at
Chris.Baysden@aicpa-cima.com.
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A flag-raising ceremony takes
place in St. Petersburg, Russia,
in November aboard a new
icebreaker intended for use
in the Northern Sea Route.

The UK-EU
trade deal:
3 implications
for finance
teams
Management accountants should
lead on cost containment and work
with commercial and strategy teams
to identify Brexit opportunities.
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f we go back to Christmas Eve 2020,
from a business point of view the
timing of the Brexit trade agreement
was not ideal. Leaving aside a
disrupted Christmas or New Year
period for a lot of businesses, getting a deal
was a big achievement, which is
something everybody should be very
relieved and happy with.
Achieving the overall goal of tariff-free,
quota-free trade is very significant. But
there’s a but. Unfortunately, for many
areas, even within a zero-tariff deal, people
are starting to realise the practical
implications, such as rules-of-origin
restrictions, in particular. These
implications were known, and people
either ignored, overlooked, or maybe tried
to wish them away.
These nontariff barriers are, for certain
sectors, significant. The deal did reduce
the nontariff barriers in sectors such as
automotive, medical products, wine, and
chemical products, but did very little for
other sectors.
Frictionless trade was always a fiction,
and it could never be fully achieved once
the UK was outside the Single Market. The
fact that hauliers can continue to operate
throughout the UK and the EU, and UK
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By Simon MacAllister, FCMA, CGMA,
as told to Oliver Rowe
hauliers do not need the permits they
would have needed under a no-deal
scenario, is very positive. However, the
other frictions that have been introduced
have brought issues for the haulage
industry that we saw in January, where
hauliers refused to go to the UK because
they didn’t have certainty of when their
trucks would come back because of delays.
And secondly, if they came back, would
they be able to backhaul, that is, bring a
load on the return journey? If they can’t
backhaul, then the cost of that trip is
increased.
From an Irish perspective, much of our
trade either transits the UK or has
centralised warehousing in the UK that
services the Irish market, in many cases,
overnight on a classic just-in-time model.
Goods can be ordered before 5pm, shipped
overnight, and be in store at 9 the next
morning. This phenomenal level of
just-in-time calibration has been disrupted.
Businesses will inevitably get to grips
with these challenges. For many
businesses, they may not be material, but
they’re high profile. Some of them stem
from people not realising either what the
rules are or how to apply them. So they will
be ironed out. That’s the positive.

However, in early January, Dover,
Calais, and the Eurotunnel were dealing
with an absolute fraction of the normal
trade — 15% of their 2019 volumes. Once
you get up to normal volumes, that’s when
minor issues could accumulate quite
quickly. Suddenly it’s a kind of Swiss
cheese effect of once the holes align, you
get a massive issue.
There have also been various IT system
challenges, and it’s not clear the capacity
in place in January was sufficient to
manage the volumes. Individually these
issues may not be catastrophic, but if you
get a cumulative impact across them, you
could see more and more issues.

The deal
It was notable that the deal addressed
services to some degree — many trade
deals do not at all. However, there were a
lot of areas where effectively UK services
businesses’ freedom to operate across the
EU has been significantly restricted.
Services trade is complex — it’s about
mobility of people, qualifications, data,
and other issues. It covers a lot. The impact
is yet to be felt as businesses work out how
and where they will be impacted in the
services sphere.

Steps for finance

React to the immediate
The first step for businesses is a “triage”
one — reacting to the immediate. If there’s
a truck being held up, then the supply
chain team may need help to work out the
solution. For management accountants it’s
about being the enabler for the different
parts of the business that are reacting to
issues with paperwork, or systems issues,
or whatever it might be. Finance should be
part of an overall Brexit response team
— there needs to be a coordinated
response.

Examine cost impacts
Second, as it has the visibility across the
business, finance needs to take a lead role
in helping monitor costs. This includes
one-off impacts that people just need to be
aware of, as well as structural, sustained
effects that the business will need to react
to over the short and medium term. There
could also be a need to revisit commercial
models or pricing models.

Understand the opportunities
The strategic medium-term role is working
with the business, not as a finance solo
run, but with commercial and strategy
teams to see where the opportunities lie. If
someone else has a challenge, you may
have an opportunity.
For goods businesses, that’s primarily
about substitution opportunities. So if it is
now more difficult to get a certain product
from the EU into the UK or vice versa, the
consumer demand will have to be met
from somewhere.
The challenge to centralised
distribution may mean that over the
medium term much more warehousing
gets built in Ireland and products get
shipped here directly from EU suppliers
and then go in store. That will be great for
service levels, but it will add cost, so
consumers will have to be willing to pay for
that. Irish suppliers may be able to replace
some of those products, but not produce
like fruit that can’t be grown locally.
Businesses need to ensure they’re
aware of how those markets are evolving
and where the gaps are that they may be
able to step into. Finance then has a role in
making sure that it can help coordinate all
that — forecasting the impact of it,
working out what the cost implications
will be, and helping with working capital
funding for it or longer-term financing, if
it’s a bigger investment, such as new
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production lines or new warehousing.
Finance needs to be the glue or the
enabler within the firm’s overall response
— to bring the insights, the visibility, and a
level of coordination to different teams
that will have a required perspective on
addressing these issues.

Financial services
Equivalence decisions on both data and
financial services were expected over the
course of 2020 but were effectively delayed.
Those decisions weren’t part of the trade
negotiation, and the delay meant the
discussions ended up being run in parallel,
and that gave the EU a lot of leverage.
People sometimes misunderstand the
importance of financial services to both
sides. The London financial services sector
is very important to the EU. It isn’t possible
for the EU market to just immediately
switch off London and say, “We’ll take it all
back to Amsterdam, and Dublin, and
Frankfurt,” because it’s just too big, some
of it, and there’s accumulated expertise
and infrastructure around it that will take a
long time to replace.
So there is a mutual interest in
maintaining financial services in London
to some level. That has been shown by the
fact that the EU has granted effectively a
split process: It has given slightly longer
temporary equivalence to certain clearing
operations, and it has granted shorter
temporary equivalence to the rest of the
sector. Medium term, however, it’s
probably reasonable to assume that there
will just be a continued slow but ongoing
erosion of the position London has in
financial services.
The EU has been quite clear already that
things like euro-denominated trades in
many instruments have to happen on EU
exchanges. There was a big shift in capital
flows in the first week of January away from
London and back to EU-based exchanges.
It’s difficult to predict exactly how
individual financial services sectors will
behave, because some of them genuinely
can and should arguably operate from
London. Others will be areas that the EU
will probably want to pull back, so it’s an
unhelpful level of uncertainty for the sector.
For much of the financial services
sector, Brexit had largely happened two
years ago, as far as it was concerned —
companies had already put in place their
contingency plans. Regulators had been
very proactive in making sure that
financial institutions, particularly

systemic ones, did not just have
contingency plans, but had actually
implemented them. So it wasn’t the same
type of deadline for financial services as it
was for other industries.

‘The end of the beginning’
Finally, this really isn’t the end of the story.
The deal should be seen as the foundation
for the subsequent discussions on the
relationship between the EU and the UK.
Data and financial services are yet to be
resolved, and genuine teething problems
for goods will need to be addressed. The
deal sets out timeframes for talking for
several years to come.
So, for example, fisheries have a defined
transition arrangement. Northern Ireland
has its own unique arrangements that
have time-limited elements, including
political votes to renew the arrangements.
The process by which professional
qualifications are reviewed is set out in it.
So, this is just the end of a chapter, the end
of the beginning.
As a framework, it provides the basis on
which all of the future debates and
arguments will be grounded.
If you’re a business and if you sit back,
depending on where you sit, it may feel
like you are a winner or a loser. The issue
of fisheries has had a lot of airtime
disproportionate to its employment or
economic impact, although important to
the people involved in the sector.
Ultimately, the UK is a net exporter of
services to the EU, and the UK’s position
on services has been weakened. The EU is
a net exporter of goods to the UK, and the
inevitable frictions notwithstanding, it has
achieved a degree of protection to that,
which it will probably be happy with
overall.
Ignore the winner or loser tags: They
don’t advance a business’s position. Now
is the time to focus on taking action to
protect, optimise, and expand your
business based on the reality of the trading
relationship, rather than what people
wanted it to be. ■

Simon MacAllister, FCMA, CGMA, is a
Strategy and Transactions partner and
Brexit lead for Ireland at EY. To
comment on this article or to suggest
an idea for another article, contact
Oliver Rowe, an FM magazine senior
editor, at Oliver.Rowe@aicpa-cima.com.
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Seeing a mountain
of potential

C
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openHill is an urban mountain in Copenhagen built on top
of a state-of-the-art waste-to-energy plant. The plant safely
burns waste, turning the exhaust into energy that over the
course of a year provides electricity for 30,000 households
and central heating for 72,000 households in Copenhagen.
The structure also has a hiking track and a climbing wall.

People ski down the artificial ski slope on the
outdoor structure CopenHill in Copenhagen.
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Association launches CGMA Finance Leadership Program

T

he Association of International
Certified Professional Accountants
launched the CGMA Finance
Leadership Program (FLP) to employers
and universities across Africa, Asia,
and continental Europe at a virtual
event — “Reimagine Your Finance
Team” — at the end of October.
Irene Teng, the Association’s executive
vice-president–Global Markets and the
event’s host, said: “The unprecedented
disruption caused by COVID-19 has forced
us to rethink and reimagine the finance

function to better serve the changed needs
of businesses impacted by the pandemic.”
She added: “Particularly, it has heightened
the need to accelerate digital finance
transformation.”
The CGMA FLP e-learning and
assessment platform, which leads to
the CGMA designation, is in response
to increased demand to deliver remote
access and flexible self-paced online
learning. It covers competencies in
finance, accounting, business, people,
and digital skills set out in the CIMA

Professional Qualification Syllabus
and assesses their application across
operations, management, and
strategy.

CIMA president speaks at CPA Australia conference

C
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IMA President Nick Jackson, FCMA, CGMA, was a guest
presenter in mid-November at CPA Australia’s Virtual
Congress, which was themed “Taking Care of Business”.
Jackson, who is a finance digital transformation leader at
software technology company Oracle, presented on
“Responsible Financial Leadership: The Opportunity for
Finance” as part of the broader topic of trust, ethics, and
resilience.
Citing the challenges presented by COVID-19, Jackson spoke
about the need for organisations to take a broader perspective to
create value for all stakeholders. He argued that now is the right
time for finance professionals to reimagine their role and
reinforce their reputation as trusted advisers who can grow
public confidence in business.
More than 8,000 finance and accounting professionals from
around the globe registered to hear a range of high-profile
speakers, including Ben Bernanke, Ph.D., former chairman of the

US Federal Reserve; Carla Harris, vice-chairman, Global Wealth
Management, and senior client adviser at Morgan Stanley; and
Amal Clooney, international law and human rights barrister.

Institute publishes social media guidance

S

ocial media has become an important
part of many people’s personal and work
lives, and it can be an incredibly useful tool.
However, it also carries risks. CIMA has
published guidance for members and
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students (available at tinyurl.com/y583a7of)
that is designed to support members and
students in using social media effectively
and in a way that ensures they maintain
their professionalism at all times.

Finding tomorrow’s European business leaders

T

he 2020 CGMA Emerging Leaders Competition took place
in Europe, with more than 100 teams from almost 30
universities in ten countries (Poland, Ukraine, Bulgaria,
Romania, Czechia, Slovakia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan,
and Russia) taking part.
The final round was held virtually on 30 October between the

three remaining top teams. The Going Concern team from
Azerbaijan took first place, with the ICFO team from Ukraine in
second, and the Fortune team from Russia in third.
Jakub Bejnarowicz, regional director–Europe at the
Association of International Certified Professional Accountants,
said: “Evidence shows that top employers do not recruit people
only based on their formal qualifications and technical skills.
They now also look for the skills and competencies such as
critical thinking, decision-making, flexibility, [and] commercial
awareness. In short, skills that will add long-term value to their
organisation.”
He added: “By taking part in the competition, [students] get a
taste of what it means to make business decisions that swing
fortunes by the millions — getting used to the processes,
answering questions, and coming up with viable business
strategies.”
The 2020 competition was organised in partnership with
multinational bank UBS and tuition provider Kaplan.

Sri Lanka holds taxation and the digital economy event

C

IMA Sri Lanka held a CPD webinar at the end of October
with an expert panel moderated by EY tax partner Nishtar
Sulaiman, ACMA, CGMA, that discussed the benefits and
opportunities of digital taxation.
Keynote speaker Hsin-Yee Wong, partner, International Tax
and Transaction Services at EY Singapore, described the

challenges faced by companies since the launch of the OECD’s
BEPS (Base Erosion and Profit Sharing) Action plan in 2013, which
seeks to modernise international tax rules. Using the examples of
France and Singapore, she explained how countries have
introduced digital services taxation, and provided best practice
for companies in this area.

The value of being a charity trustee

I
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Board diversity

“Being a trustee is a fantastic
opportunity where members and students
can use their CIMA skills to benefit
society.
“CIMA offers strong accounting
fundamentals with strategic and business
skills that include analysis, risk, planning,
and communication — all of which are
underpinned by professionalism and
commitment to a code of ethics. [It’s] the
perfect combination.”

To be effective in its leadership and
decision-making, a charity board must
identify with the community it benefits,
and so board diversity is essential. In
the UK, not only does diversity include
the nine protected characteristics of the
Equality Act 2010 but also different
backgrounds and life experiences.
Diversity is one of the seven principles
of the Charity Governance Code for
charities registered in England
and Wales, which can be read at
tinyurl.com/y8wfcvxt.
A consultation was run in 2020 to
improve the code and to better address
requirements such as leadership,
integrity, and diversity. The responses
were published in August at
tinyurl.com/yxpvoflk. More information
on the publication of the refreshed code
can be found at tinyurl.com/y2x38cfx.
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n its May 2020 report, Regulating in
the Public Interest, the Charity
Commission for England and Wales
said: “Charity trustees are the first-line
defence in upholding the good name of
charity generally and in making sure
that their organisations comply with
charitable law in particular.”
The trustees’ role is to further
the charities’ purposes for the public
benefit. All charities have been impacted
by the COVID-19 crisis, as key sources of
funding such as events, direct donations,
income from retail shops, and grants have
significantly reduced.
Elaine Smyth, associate director–
Professional Standards at the Association
of International Certified Professional
Accountants, said: “Charities are now
having to do more with less as the crisis
has increased the numbers of those who
need to access charitable services.

Association report highlights digital progress during
COVID-19 and beyond

T

hroughout the global pandemic, organisations around the
world have turned to digital solutions to navigate
economic uncertainty. Digital Transformation Reimagined:
Accountants’ Lessons Learned and Tips for Moving Forward, a
recent report by the Association of International Certified
Professional Accountants, examines how finance
professionals helped their organisations overcome COVID-19’s
business challenges and their strategic role as they ready their
companies for sustainable success.
Based on interviews with the Association’s members on five
continents, the report details how small and medium-size
organisations are reimagining every aspect of their businesses.
According to the accountants and finance professionals
interviewed:
y The pandemic has demonstrated that not only is a
digital-first environment feasible, but it can also be
adapted to many situations. Among the numerous
examples discussed is an apparel manufacturer for
international brands in Sri Lanka that has used digital
transformation to design and distribute under its own
brand, and a landscaping business in the UK that now uses
tablets to supervise employees working remotely, among
others.
y Digital transformation is about far more than upgrading
information technology systems. It’s about using
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technology to reimagine how, when, and where an
organisation does business, as well as the effects on staff,
customers, and others.
y The solutions can be scalable and affordable for small and
medium-size organisations. For many companies, there
may be no need to invest in expensive or elaborate systems
at first or, perhaps, ever.

A road map to success
The report includes a comprehensive three-stage road map that
offers guidelines on how to: lay the groundwork for
transformation by assessing certain factors; collaborate with
employees, vendors, and customers to get their input; and
fine-tune an implementation plan that includes goals and
milestones.
Given the importance of leadership buy-in, the report also
features a list of six reasons to digitally transform that can be
used to make a case for change. Examples are the tangible
benefits, the organisation’s enhanced appeal to customers, and
advantages in recruiting and retaining top people.
As organisations work to maximise the value of digital
solutions, finance professionals can use the report to
understand the opportunities, chart a strategy for success, and
access many Association resources. Access the report at
cgma.org/digitalforward. ■

Opportunity,
meet preparation.
The Finance Transformation Certificate Program
is for leaders in the future of finance.
What your finance team looks like now is not what it will
need to look like in the near future.
The Finance Transformation Certificate Program helps you
lay the groundwork with insights into why the changes are
necessary and how your team will need to respond.

For more information on
learning for your finance
and accounting staff, visit
cimaglobal.com/learning.
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Egypt’s
mega
capital

C

airo, Egypt’s capital for more than 1,000 years, is set to be replaced by
a new capital. Work on Egypt’s new administrative hub, a mega
project 45 kilometres east of Cairo with an initial estimated cost of
$45 billion, pressed on last year during the spread of COVID-19. The
government expects to complete some residential districts by the
end of this year and the business district in early 2022. Egypt was projected to be
one of very few countries in the Middle East to report economic growth in 2020,
according to an October report by the International Monetary Fund.
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Egypt’s new capital will cover 714 square
kilometres and include the country’s
parliament, government ministries, an
airport, a business district, a park larger
than New York City’s Central Park, and
Iconic Tower, which will be the tallest
tower in Africa at 385 metres (1,263 feet)
when completed.

Your ambition
has no borders.
The IFRS Certificate Program
More than 120 countries either require or permit the
use of IFRS — and each represents an opportunity for
you. Being able to demonstrate your understanding of
the standards is a chance for you to shine. The IFRS
Certificate Program gives you the skills in international
financial accounting and reporting you need to compete
effectively in today’s global business environment.
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